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Abstract
Tag recommendation algorithms aid the social tagging process in many user-
driven document indexing applications, such as social bookmarking and publication
sharing websites. This thesis gives an overview of existing tag recommendation
methods and proposes novel approaches that address the new document problem
and the task of ranking tags. The focus is on graph-based methods such as Folk-
Rank that apply weight spreading algorithms to a graph representation of the folk-
sonomy. In order to suggest tags for previously untagged documents, extensions are
presented that introduce content into the recommendation process as an additional
information source. To address the problem of ranking tags, an in-depth analysis
of graph models as well as ranking algorithms is conducted. Implicit assumptions
made by the widely-used graph model of the folksonomy are highlighted and an
improved model is proposed that captures the characteristics of the social tagging
data more accurately. Additionally, issues in the tag rank computation of FolkRank
are analysed and an adapted weight spreading approach for social tagging data is
presented. Moreover, the applicability of conventional weight spreading methods to
data from the social tagging domain is examined in detail. Finally, indications of
implicit negative feedback in the data structure of folksonomies are analysed and
novel approaches of identifying negative relationships are presented. By exploiting
the three-dimensional characteristics of social tagging data the proposed metrics are
based on stronger evidence and provide reliable measures of negative feedback.
Including content into the tag recommendation process leads to a significant
increase in recommendation accuracy on real-world datasets. The proposed adapta-
tions to graph models and ranking algorithms result in more accurate and computa-
tionally less expensive recommenders. Moreover, new insights into the fundamental
characteristics of social tagging data are revealed and a novel data interpretation
that takes negative feedback into account is proposed.
ix
Chapter 1
Introduction
Social bookmarking websites such as CiteULike1, Bibsonomy2 and Delicious3 allow
users to manage their bookmarks online and share them with others. The method-
ology used on these sites for indexing and organising the bookmarks is “tagging”,
which is the process of assigning descriptive or otherwise categorising words to the
bookmark. Each user’s collection of bookmarks is organised by tags which the user
has chosen and the annotated bookmarks are shared publicly, allowing users to
browse and search through their peers’ bookmarks and tags. Tags can be defined
as (key-)words which are assigned to an object in order to describe and index it.
The tagged object can be any entity, for example a document, picture, or video clip.
The aim of tagging is to group and organise objects and make it easier to find a
particular object in the collection. In contrast to a hierarchical organisation, tags
are usually not organised in a fixed taxonomy. This unstructured form makes it
easier for users to select tags for objects without having to worry about the loca-
tion of the tags they use in a hierarchy. Additionally, most tagging systems allow
users to create their own tags by entering any combination of characters, making
the tagging process even more convenient by removing the task of looking through
and selecting words from a long list of existing tags. This motivates users to use
the system much more heavily than traditional indexing methods based on a pre-
defined structure of categories and labels. The heavy participation of users leads
to an increased growth rate of information in social tagging systems compared to
traditional indexing solutions. However, the cost of giving so much freedom to the
users is that the collaborative aspect of the system suffers in quality. The resulting
tags assigned to items in the system are based heavily on the personal scope and
1http://www.citeulike.org/
2http://www.bibsonomy.org/
3http://delicious.com/
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choice of individual users. Different users often assign different tags to the same
object [Wetzker et al., 2010], and many new tags are introduced by users that are
synonyms or variations of existing tags in the system describing the same underlying
concept [Gemmell et al., 2008]. This makes each tag assignment more personal and
less useful for other users. To preserve the collaborative value of tagging systems,
automatic tag suggestion algorithms are used to present the user with a list of ex-
isting tags that might be appropriate for the item that he or she is in the process of
tagging. The utility of automatic tag recommendation is thus twofold. Firstly, the
tagging process is made easier for the individual user by displaying the collective
knowledge of the system about the item in question and thus giving hints about
how the item could be tagged. Secondly, more homogeneity is introduced into the
tag-based organisation of items. If the user accepts one of the suggested tags in-
stead of making up a new label (that could be a synonym or variation of an existing
tag), this provides the system with collaborative feedback about the existing tag
and the item in question. By choosing existing tags instead of making up their own
variations, users help in building and strengthening relationships between items and
tags based on collective knowledge. Tag recommendation algorithms thus help to
consolidate the users’ personal vocabularies to some extent. They help to reduce
data sparsity and have a positive effect on the collaborative usefulness of the system.
Users in social tagging systems have different interests in the same items
and reflect their personal view in the tags they choose to assign. [Dattolo et al.,
2010] carried out an analysis of the different types of tags encountered in social
bookmarking systems where the tagged items are textual documents. They conclude
that tags are used to describe many different aspects of documents:
• Content: summarising the content of the document
• Type: giving the file type (“pdf”, “doc”) or publication form (“paper”, “blog”)
• Related People, Events and Objects: the author of a document, the name of
a conference or the name of a related location
• Personal Categorisations and Opinions: “toread”, “work” or “interesting”
which are only useful to the person who assigned them
Analysing social tagging from the user side, [Ko¨rner et al., 2010] examine differences
in motivation and tagging behaviour of users in social tagging systems and identify
two groups: categorisers and describers. Categorisers view their tag vocabulary as
an organised taxonomy of labels and assign tags to items in order to group and
categorise them. Describers use a wider, dynamically changing tag vocabulary to
2
describe the content of the tagged items. Additionally, [Calefato et al., 2007] high-
light that users of social tagging systems have varying levels of expertise regarding
the items they tag and thus are likely to use different tag vocabularies. Personali-
sation of tag suggestions is thus an important aspect in tag recommendation. The
tags that are suggested should not only be related to the item to be tagged but also
personalised to the tagging preferences of the user. The user is the “customer” of
tag suggestion algorithms and the success of recommendations is measured based
on whether or not the user accepts them. Nevertheless, apart from the immediate
utility to the user, tag recommenders also have a wider-reaching importance since
they influence and steer the choice of tags used in the system. From an information
retrieval point of view, the tagging of items is part of the index building process
of the social bookmarking system. The created associations between users, items
and tags are then used as the information base in search applications such as find-
ing items related to a tag or recommending items to users based on their tagging
profile. By using tag recommenders, the creation of a denser and more convergent
information base (or index) is encouraged. The denser dataset can then be used in
search applications to provide better results and recommendations.
1.1 Problem Definition
The work presented in this thesis concentrates on tag recommendation algorithms
for social bookmarking systems where the indexed items are textual objects such
as websites or research publications, hereafter referred to as documents. The tag
recommendation task is to recommend a set of tags to a query user uq for a query
document dq that the user is in the process of tagging. Each suggested tag that is
accepted by the user is a correct recommendation, and each tag that was suggested
but not chosen is a wrong recommendation.
As the structure and characteristics of social tagging data is central to
the presented work we formally define the social tagging dataset at this point.
The data contained in social tagging systems is often referred to as a folksonomy
[Ja¨schke et al., 2007]. A folksonomy is a tuple (U,D, T,A) where U is the set of
users, D is the set of documents, T is the set of tags and A ⊆ U ×D × T is the set
of tag assignments. A tag assignment a ∈ A is a triplet (u, d, t) that indicates that
user u has assigned tag t to document d. The folksonomy can be modelled as an
undirected tripartite hyper-graph H = (V,E) consisting of nodes V = U∪D∪T and
hyper-edges E = {e(u,d,t)|(u, d, t) ∈ A} where e(u,d,t) is the hyper-edge modelling the
tag assignment (u, d, t) and connecting the nodes representing user u, document d
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and tag t in the graph. A post in the folksonomy can be defined as a triplet u, d, S
consisting of a user u, a document d and a set of tags S ∈ 2T , where 2T denotes
the power set of T i.e. the set of all possible tag sets. The set of posts can then be
defined as P ⊆ U ×D× 2T . We use the notation (uq, dq, ∅) to denote a query post,
where uq is the query user, dq is the query document and the set of tags is unknown
and to be predicted.
1.1.1 Challenges
The challenges in generating successful tag recommendations include the personal-
isation aspect, the dimensionality and sparsity of tagging data, and the new docu-
ment problem. These are all general problems of traditional recommender systems,
however, they are highly pronounced in the social tagging domain and the tag rec-
ommendation task. Due to the mentioned differences in the tagging behaviour of
individual users (motivation and expertise), tag recommendations have to be per-
sonalised to the preferences of the query user in order to be successfully accepted.
The information contained in social tagging data has a high dimensionality in types
of objects. In contrast to traditional recommender systems that deal with ratings
given to documents by users (such as a user giving a 5-star rating to a book on
Amazon4), tag recommendation models have to be learnt on data that contains the
added dimension of tags. While numerical ratings of the same document by two dif-
ferent users can be compared directly, different tags assigned to the same document
cannot be directly compared. The tags are an additional dimension that has to be
considered by the models. The additional tag dimension combined with the differ-
ences in the tagging behaviour of users leads to a high data sparsity. Furthermore,
the query always includes two objects, the user and document, and the task is to
recommend tags that are appropriate for these two objects in combination. Similar
challenges exist in item recommender systems which consider contextual informa-
tion [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011], and where additional data dimensions such
as author names or related places are analysed. Another challenge is the new docu-
ment problem, akin to the new item and cold-start issues in recommender systems
[Jannach et al., 2010]. A large proportion of documents in social tagging systems
is only tagged by one user [Wetzker et al., 2008], and thus many query documents
for which the tag recommender is asked to make predictions have no previous tag-
ging information associated with them. This is an important issue to address since
recommending tags for new query documents based solely on the overall tagging
profile of the query user is likely to result in a low success rate. The following list
4http://www.amazon.com/
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summarises the main challenges faced by tag recommendation algorithms.
• Personalisation: The individual preferences of the query user have to be taken
into account.
• Dimensionality of Social Tagging Data: Tag recommendation algorithms have
to process data that consists of three-dimensional relationships between user,
documents and tags.
• Data Sparsity: Due to differences in the tagging behaviour of users and the
added dimension of tags, the data on which recommendations can be based is
very sparse.
• New Document Problem: A large proportion of query documents are new and
have no previous information associated with them in the social tagging data.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this work are to analyse and improve upon existing tag recommen-
dation algorithms for social tagging systems. The aspects addressed by this work
can be divided into two main categories: the new document problem and the rank-
ing problem. The first is the issue of recommending tags for previously untagged
documents. The second aspect is the problem of ranking the existing tags in the
system for recommendation, where the challenges include the aforementioned data
dimensionality, sparsity, and the need for personalisation. We address the new docu-
ment problem by considering the content of documents as an additional information
source in the tag recommendation process. The problem of ranking tags for recom-
mendation is addressed by conducting an analysis of existing tag ranking algorithms
and proposing novel approaches to leverage the social tagging data. The approach of
our work is to identify the scope of information considered by different tag ranking
methodologies and propose ways to extract as much predictive information as pos-
sible from the sparse folksonomy. The focus is on graph ranking algorithms for tag
recommendation as these approaches have the potential to analyse wide-reaching
connections in the folksonomy graph and thus have a larger information scope than
other methods. We evaluate and compare all of our presented approaches on real-
world datasets from three popular social tagging websites, and conduct experiments
on full unpruned test sets as well as post-core subsets of the data.
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1.3 Thesis Structure
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. The remainder of the introduction
summarises our main contributions. In Chapter 2 we give an overview and analysis
of existing tag recommendation approaches, evaluation methodologies and datasets.
Then we present our contributions, where Chapter 3 addresses the new document
problem, and Chapters 4 and 5 address the task of ranking tags for recommenda-
tion. Finally, we summarise our conclusions and give suggestions for future work in
Chapter 6.
1.4 Contributions
In the following subsections we give an overview of the main contributions of this
work, where each contribution corresponds to a chapter in the thesis.
1.4.1 Content-Awareness
In Chapter 3 we address the new document problem in tag recommendation. To
be able to recommend tag for previously untagged documents, we propose novel ex-
tensions to folksonomy-based recommenders that consider the content of documents
as an additional information source. Existing combinations of folksonomy-based
and content-based approaches usually construct a hybrid recommender that blends
prediction sets generated by individual folksonomy-based and content-based com-
ponents. We address this hybridisation problem from a different perspective by
including content into folksonomy-based approaches at the algorithmic level, be-
fore predictions are generated. Our content-aware extensions allow the folksonomy-
based algorithms to compare the content of previously untagged documents to con-
tent that has been tagged in the past in order to generate recommendations. We
propose and discuss two different methods for creating content-aware, folksonomy-
based recommenders and apply our methodology to FolkRank [Hotho et al., 2006c],
a graph-based ranking algorithm, and also to a less expensive recommender based
on co-occurrence. Including content into the recommendation process provides a
significant increase in the recommendation accuracy of the algorithms on real-world
tagging datasets. Another interesting discovery of this chapter is that our simpler
co-occurrence recommenders produce comparable and in some cases better results
than the graph-based FolkRank, with including content data as well as without. This
is surprising since FolkRank has a much larger information scope and up to now has
been thought to be superior to simple ranking approaches such as co-occurrence.
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1.4.2 Graph-Based Ranking
Prompted by the discoveries of Chapter 3, we conduct a detailed examination of the
inner workings of FolkRank, and analyse issues in the application of graph-based
ranking algorithms to the tag recommendation problem in general. We present this
work in Chapter 4, where we examine implicit assumptions made by the widely-used
graph model of the folksonomy as well as FolkRank’s weight spreading algorithm.
We highlight how these assumptions can have a negative impact on tag rankings and
propose novel adaptations in order to overcome the issues. We present and evaluate
an improved graph model that captures the social tagging data more accurately
and increases the recommendation accuracy of FolkRank. To address issues in Folk-
Rank’s tag rank computation, we propose an adapted weight spreading algorithm
for social tagging graphs. Our approach allows for a more comprehensive analysis of
the weight spreading process in social tagging data, and results in a recommender
that produces comparable results to FolkRank while being computationally much
less expensive. Moreover, we present an in-depth theoretical discussion as well as
practical evaluation of the benefit of using complex graph ranking algorithms over
simpler methods that consider just one level of co-occurrence. Since considering
a larger scope of information in tag ranking algorithms comes at a computational
expense, we evaluate the impact and benefit of considering each additional level of
information with graph ranking methods. We conclude that no significant benefit
is gained by analysing deeper levels of folksonomy data with conventional weight
spreading approaches and propose that this could be due to the underlying char-
acteristics of the social tagging data. In particular, our results suggest that the
base assumption of weight spreading, that closeness in the graph always indicates a
positive relationship between nodes, might not hold for folksonomies.
1.4.3 Negative Feedback
In Chapter 5 we expand on our conclusions from the previous chapter and show
that some of the multi-hop connections in the folksonomy graph indicate a negative
relationship between nodes instead of a positive one. Conventional weight spreading
methods are built on the base assumption that closeness in the graph always indi-
cates a positive relationship, where the strength of positive relatedness is inversely
proportional to the distance (or number of hops) between two nodes. We show that
this assumption does not hold for folksonomy graphs and that some of the rela-
tively short paths between two nodes actually indicate a negative relationship. If
these relationships are assumed to be positive, as is done by conventional methods,
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they can hinder the algorithms ability to generate correct recommendations. We
propose a novel method for identifying and measuring negative relationships in the
graph structure of the folksonomy. Our approach exploits the three-dimensional
relationships in social tagging data and is based on stronger evidence that existing
approaches for extracting negative feedback. We evaluate the impact on the accu-
racy of tag predictions if negative relationships are misinterpreted as being positive
and show that better results can be achieved by correctly identifying the negative
feedback present in the graph structure. The existence of negative feedback gives
fundamental insights into the characteristics of social tagging data and provides
additional predictive information that can be used to design improved tag recom-
mendation algorithms in the future.
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Chapter 2
Analysis of Existing Approaches
This chapter contains a survey and analysis of existing tag recommendation ap-
proaches and algorithms. The different types of algorithms are examined in detail,
followed by a brief description of existing evaluation methodologies and datasets
used in research. We conclude the chapter by giving a high-level summary of ex-
isting tag recommendation approaches and explaining how the contributions of this
work relate to existing research.
Tag recommendation solutions can be categorised into folksonomy-based and
content-based approaches. Folksonomy-based approaches model and analyse the re-
lationships between users, documents and tags in the social tagging data in order to
generate recommendations. The tag recommendations for a query post are gener-
ated by analysing the tagging profiles of the query user and query document. While
folksonomy-based approaches achieve a high prediction accuracy, they have a major
drawback in that tags can only be recommended for documents that have already
been tagged at least once in the historical data (new item problem). For documents
that are new, only the query user can be considered by solely folksonomy-based
algorithms. In these cases, the recommended tags are personalised to the query
user, however, whether or not they are adequate for the query document cannot
be taken into account since no information about the query document is available
to the algorithms. Content-based approaches consider the textual content and/or
meta-data of documents. They build models which reflect the relationship between
the document content and the tags assigned to the document. Through utilising
content, tags can be recommended that are related to the content of the query
document, even if the query document itself has not been tagged before. Content-
based approaches originate from the fields of information retrieval and document
categorisation and traditionally address an un-personalised recommendation task.
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The focus is on recommending tags or labels that globally reflect the content of the
document rather than the opinions of individual users about the document. For the
personalised tag recommendation task, content-based approaches have to be com-
bined with folksonomy-based approaches in order to take the preferences of the query
user into account. This combination can be achieved by using hybrid approaches
that blend the tag prediction scores generated by several component recommenders
to create the final recommendation set. The individual components of the hybrid
can include several folksonomy-based and/or content-based recommenders.
2.1 Folksonomy-Based
Methodologies relying on the folksonomy data include Hypergraph [Symeonidis et al.,
2008; Rendle et al., 2009], Graph [Ja¨schke et al., 2007; Ramezani et al., 2010], col-
laborative filtering [Gemmell et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2006] and simple co-occurrence
[Lipczak and Milios, 2011; Landia et al., 2012] approaches. While hyper-graph ap-
proaches try to capture and analyse all characteristics of the folksonomy in their
models, regular graph, collaborative filtering and co-occurrence approaches can be
described as reductionist methods since they reduce the 3-dimensional folksonomy
data to one or several 2-dimensional projections. The benefit of this is that the
resulting models are less complex (thus computationally less expensive) and aggre-
gating the data from 3 to 2 dimensions produces a denser dataset which potentially
reveals some additional characteristics of the data. However, on the other hand,
the information about 3-dimensional inter-relationships between users, documents
and tags present in the folksonomy is ignored and lost by using these reduction-
ist models [Symeonidis et al., 2008]. An important difference between graph-based,
collaborative filtering and co-occurrence approaches is the information scope con-
sidered in the data models, and the size of the candidate tag sets. Co-occurrence
models only consider the immediate co-occurrence neighbourhood of objects in the
folksonomy. The candidate tag set only includes tags co-occurring with the query,
for example tags co-occurring with the query user. Collaborative filtering models
consider connections one level deeper into the folksonomy, for example comparing
the query user to other users based on their overlap in document sets or tag vo-
cabulary. The candidate tag set then consists of tags co-occurring with the query
user as well as tag co-occurring with similar users, and the tagging behaviour of
similar users is considered when making tag predictions. Graph-based approaches
have the possibility to analyse deeper connections in the tagging data and include
information contained in the full folksonomy in their models. The candidate tag
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set potentially includes all tags in the historical data. Graph-based methods have
the ability to make predictions about and rank all existing tags in the system with
regard to a query.
2.1.1 Co-Occurrence
Approaches based on co-occurrence are the simplest of the tag recommendation
methods. The set of candidate tags in theses approaches consist only of the tags co-
occurring with the query user or query document in the historical data. The score of
each candidate tag is calculated based on its co-occurrence strength with the query
user uq or the query document dq. To finally recommend tags that are related to the
document as well as personalised to the user, the user-related and document-related
co-occurrence scores are usually combined. In user-tag co-occurrence, the score of
each tag t is given by the number of times that the query user uq has used the tag
in the past. Formally, the user-tag co-occurrence count, utCount, is defined as
utCount(uq, t) = |{(u, d, t
′) | (u, d, t′) ∈ A ∧ u = uq ∧ t
′ = t}|
where A is the set of tag assignments. The co-occurrence count thus measures the
number of tag assignments containing the query user uq ∈ U , the tag t ∈ T and
any document d ∈ D. For simplicity, we use the notation (u, d∃, t) to denote tag
assignments where the user is a specific user u ∈ U , the tag is a specific tag t ∈ T
and the document d∃ ∈ D is any document in the collection. We then write the
user-tag co-occurrence count as
utCount(uq, t) = |(uq, d∃, t) ∈ A|
Similarly, document-tag co-occurrence count is given by
dtCount(dq, t) = |(u∃, dq, t) ∈ A|
where dq is the query document and u∃ ∈ U is any user in the folksonomy. In
[Ja¨schke et al., 2008], the raw user-tag and document-tag counts are used directly
to recommend tags. An improved co-occurrence measure, which we refer to as
co-occurrence probability, is proposed by [Lipczak et al., 2009]. The user-tag co-
occurrence probability (utProb) considers not only the raw co-occurrence count of
the uq and t but also takes the total number of posts of the query user into account:
utProb(uq, t) =
|(uq, d∃, t) ∈ A|
|(uq, d∃, S∃) ∈ P |
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where the numerator is the co-occurrence count (utCount) and the denominator is
the total number of posts made by uq, tagging any document d∃ with any set of
tags S∃. Thus, utProb(uq, t) represents the probability that user uq will use tag t
for any post. Similarly the document-tag probability is given by
dtProb(dq, t) =
|(u∃, dq, t) ∈ A|
|(u∃, dq, S∃) ∈ P |
where the numerator is equal to dtCount and the denominator is the number of
total posts concerning the query document dq. When considering only one side
of the query, for example the user-related co-occurrence on its own, there is no
difference in the ranking order of the recommended tags in utCount and utProb.
Since the total number of posts is constant for one user, the tag scores in utProb
are those of utCount divided by a constant. However, the difference between the
raw count and the probability measures becomes important when the user-related
and document-related co-occurrence scores are combined.
2.1.2 Collaborative Filtering
The general idea behind Collaborative Filtering (CF) is that information generated
by all users in a community can be used to filter and select objects to be recom-
mended to one individual user. CF originates from the field of recommender systems
[Jannach et al., 2010] and is designed to deal with ratings given to items by users
[Gemmell et al., 2009]. However, in the tag recommendation context, instead of
numerical ratings the user assigns tags to items. While all numerical ratings can be
compared across assignments, tag assignments cannot be compared directly across
different tags. This adds another dimension to the data which is not present in
recommender systems. In recommender systems the data can be represented as a
2-dimensional matrix of users and items U × I where each entry in the matrix is the
rating given to item i by user u. With tags, the adjacency tensor C = U ×D×T of
the folksonomy data has 3 dimensions. The data has to be either projected onto two
dimensions [Ja¨schke et al., 2007; Zanardi and Capra, 2008; Gemmell et al., 2009] in
order to process it with classic collaborative filtering algorithms, or the collabo-
rative filtering approaches have to be adapted to handle the added tag dimension
[Gemmell et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2011].
Classic CF
Traditional collaborative filtering can be divided into user-based and item-based CF.
User-based CF relies on the theory that each user belongs to a group of similarly
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behaving users. In the context of tag recommendation, user-based CF calculates tag
scores based on the usage of tags by users with a similar profile. In order to construct
a vector representation of users and be able to calculate the similarity between them,
a 2-dimensional matrix is extracted from the 3-dimensional folksonomy adjacency
tensor C = U × D × T . Users can alternatively be described by the documents
they have tagged by constructing UD = U × D or by the tag sets they have used
via UT = U × T . [Ja¨schke et al., 2007] use binary matrices UD and UT. For UD,
only binary information is available since each user can only tag each document
once with a set of tags. For UT however, a non-binary matrix can also be used that
takes into account how many documents the same tag was assigned to by a user
[Zanardi and Capra, 2008]. Users can then be represented as the row vectors of one
of the two alternative matrices and the similarity between users can be calculated
by cosine similarity. Using the similarity between users, a neighbourhood of the
k most similar users is constructed for the query user uq. The set of candidate
tags for recommendation to uq includes all tags associated with users from the k-
neighbourhood of uq. The score for each candidate tag t is then calculated based on
the similarity to the query user of all users who have used t. If a non-binary matrix
UT is used, the strength of the relationship between each user in the neighbourhood
and each candidate tag t can also be taken into account. Using the UT matrix, a
possible formula to calculate the final tag score for each candidate tag t by user-based
collaborative filtering (UCF) is
UCF(uq, t) =
∑
u∈N(uq)
sim(uq, u) ∗ UTu,t
where N(uq) is the neighbourhood of k users most similar to the query user uq,
sim(uq, u) is the similarity between uq and user u from the neighbourhood, and UTu,t
is the entry for user u and tag t in UT. User-based CF focuses entirely on the user
side of the query, ignoring the query document. Since in tag recommendation the
task is to recommend tags to a user for a specific document, it is common to filter the
recommendations generated by user-based CF to include only tags that have been
assigned to the query document in the past [Ja¨schke et al., 2007; Gemmell et al.,
2009]. If this filtering is done, the complete approach can be described as taking the
past tags of the query document as the candidate tag set, and ranking these tags
according to the preferences of the query user and other users with similar interests.
Item-based CF [Deshpande and Karypis, 2004] works in a similar fashion to
user-based CF, by finding the neighbourhood of items similar to the query item,
where in our case the items are documents. Tag scores are then calculated based
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on the frequency with which each tag appears in the document’s neighbourhood of
similar documents. Documents can be represented as vectors of users by construct-
ing the binary matrix DU = D × U or vectors of tags by constructing DT = D × T
which can either be binary or include the co-occurrence strength of documents and
tags. Byde et al. use item-based collaborative filtering for tag recommendation
in [Byde et al., 2007], representing documents as row-vectors of a non-binary DT
matrix.
Adapted CF
In [Gemmell et al., 2009], an adapted k -Nearest Neighbour (k -NN) algorithm for tag
recommendation is proposed. Instead of representing users by either their document
sets or their tag sets, an improved user model is presented which incorporates both
the user’s tag set and user’s document set at the same time. Additionally, informa-
tion about which tag was assigned to which document by the user is also included.
Recommending tags with the adapted k-NN algorithm is based on finding a neigh-
bourhood of users similar to the query user. However, as with classic user-based
CF applied to tag recommendation, from the tags appearing in the neighbourhood
of the query user uq, only those are considered which have been assigned to the
query document dq in the past. The score for each of these candidate tags t is then
calculated by the average similarity of the neighbours of uq who have assigned tag
t to document dq.
In [Xu et al., 2006] Xu et al describe a collaborative tag suggestion system
based on user authority. The authority score for each user is calculated by the
average quality of the tag assignments submitted by the user. It is given by
Auth(u) =
∑
dj∈D(u)
∑
tk∈T (u,dj)
Strength(dj , tk)
|T (u, dj)|
where D(u) is the set of documents tagged by user u, T (u, dj) denotes the set of
tags assigned to document dj by u, and Strength(dj , tk) is the goodness measures
of the tag assignment. The goodness measure captures the general strength of the
relationship between a document and tag. It is independent of individual users, but
it is based on the collective authority of all users who have made the corresponding
tag assignment. Strength(d, t) is calculated as the sum of the authority scores of all
users who have assigned t to d:
Strength(d, t) =
∑
ui∈U(d,t)
Auth(ui)
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Auth(u) and Strength(d, t) are computed by an iterative algorithm similar to HITS
[Kleinberg, 1999], where initially the authority of each user is set to the same value
of one.
2.1.3 Tag Expansion
While most approaches model relationships of the form user-tag and document-tag,
tag-tag relatedness has also been explored as a means to improve the quality of
the recommended tag set. While user-tag and document-tag models try to identify
individual tags that have a high chance to be accepted, the idea behind using tag-
tag relatedness measures is that the recommendation set is seen as a whole. Thus,
the focus is on recommending a collection of tags that together are appropriate for
the query post. This methodology is applied to the traditional tag recommenda-
tion task, where only the query user and query document are given, by generating
a small initial recommendation set of tags and then expanding it by adding fur-
ther tags through tag-tag relatedness [Lipczak et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2006]. While
[Lipczak et al., 2009] include all tags from the initial recommendation set in the tag
expansion process, [Xu et al., 2006] only use the highest scoring initial tag for tag
expansion and ignore the rest. An assumption made by these approaches, especially
in [Xu et al., 2006], is that the system has a high confidence that the topic area or
tag cluster identified by the limited number of initial tags will be correct and thus
produce further correct tags via tag expansion.
Widely-used approaches for calculating tag-tag relatedness include co-occur-
rence [Lipczak et al., 2009; Sigurbjo¨rnsson and van Zwol, 2008] and vector similar-
ity approaches [Zanardi and Capra, 2008]. In [Cattuto et al., 2008] Cattuto et al.
evaluate the usefulness of different measures by comparing the values given by the
tag-tag relatedness metrics to the distance of the words in WordNet [Fellbaum,
1998]. A post-based co-occurrence measure, three distributional measures and a
weight-spreading measure (implemented by FolkRank [Hotho et al., 2006a]) are ex-
amined. The post-based co-occurrence between two tags tk and tl is defined as the
number of posts which contain both tk and tl. The evaluated distributional mea-
sures are based on three alternative vector space representations for tags. A tag
tk is either represented by a vector of the number of times tk is assigned to each
resources in the system, a vector of the number of times each user has used tk, or
a vector of tk’s post-based co-occurrence with the other tags in the system. The
tag-tag relatedness based on weight-spreading is calculated by setting an appropri-
ate preference vector for FolkRank and performing weight spreading iterations (see
Section 2.1.4). Another possible approach to creating tag-tag relationships is by
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organising tags into clusters [Gemmell et al., 2008; Shepitsen et al., 2008].
2.1.4 Graph-Based
Graph-based methods combine concepts from all of the previously described ap-
proaches into one data model. Starting from the query user and query document,
they analyse multi-hop connections in the folksonomy hyper-graph, going beyond
the immediate neighbourhood of the query nodes. By doing this deep analysis of
the folksonomy data, graph-based approaches combine ideas from co-occurrence,
collaborative filtering, as well as tag-tag relatedness approaches into one algorithm.
Graph-based algorithms consider the complete folksonomy when generating predic-
tions for a query document and user, and thus have a much larger information scope
than the previously mentioned methods. The candidate tag set in graph-based ap-
proaches potentially includes all of the existing tags in the folksonomy if the whole
graph is connected.
Hyper-Graph
Hyper-graph approaches directly follow the folksonomy definition and model the
data as a hyper-graphH = (V,E) consisting of nodes V = U∪D∪T and hyper-edges
E = {e(u,d,t)|(u, d, t) ∈ A}. [Symeonidis et al., 2008] construct the corresponding
adjacency tensor of nodes V as a 3-dimensional binary matrix, C = U × D × T
where each entry cu,d,t ∈ {0, 1} specifies whether or not (u, d, t) ∈ A. To recommend
tags, a lower-rank approximation of C is created which preserves the 3-dimensional
relationships between users, documents and tags. The approximation is created by
applying tensor factorisation techniques to split C into several components, and then
reconstructing a denser version of the adjacency tensor, C ′. Each entry c′u,d,t in C
′
is a decimal value that represents the predicted probability that user u will assign
tag t to document d, and C ′ is then used to generate tag recommendations for a
query post (uq, dq, ∅). To create C
′, Symeonidis et al. use High Order Singular Value
Decomposition (HOSVD) on the binary adjacency tensor C. [Rendle et al., 2009]
propose an alternative factorization approach specifically for folksonomy datasets
called Ranking Tensor Factorisation (RTF) that can deal with missing values in
C. An important difference between the two approaches lies in the interpretation
of the hyper-graph and the construction of the initial adjacency tensor C. While
Symeonidis et al. set all entries cu,d,t ∈ C for which (u, d, t) 6∈ A equal to zero, Rendle
et al. argue that some of the non-occurring tag assignments should be treated as
missing values instead. In their approach, the entries for cu,d,t ∈ C where user u has
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not tagged document d with any tags are set to be unknown, and only the entries
for which there exists a post (u, d, S) ∈ P but t 6∈ S are set to indicate a low ranking
of t for u and d. Further factorisation techniques using this missing values approach
are presented in [Rendle and Schmidt-Thieme, 2010].
Graph
Graph approaches relax some of the constraints of the folksonomy hyper-graph,
and model the data as a tri-partite or several bi-partite graphs, where nodes are
connected with normal edges instead of hyper-edges. While the hyper-edges in the
hyper-graph are “planes” that always connect three nodes (u, d, t), edges in the
graph model are “lines” which connect only two nodes: either (u, d) or (u, t) or
(d, t).
FolkRank The most prominent graph-based approach for social tagging data is
FolkRank [Hotho et al., 2006c; Ja¨schke et al., 2007], a ranking algorithm modelled
after Google’s PageRank [Brin and Page, 1998; Bianchini et al., 2005]. Similarly to
PageRank, the key idea of FolkRank is that a document which is tagged by important
users with important tags becomes important itself. The same holds symmetrically
for users and tags. Users, documents and tags are represented as nodes v ∈ V in
an undirected tri-partite graph G = (V,E), where all co-occurrences of users and
documents, users and tags, and documents and tags are edges e ∈ E between the
corresponding nodes. The weight of the edge between two nodes depends on the
number of their co-occurrences, measured by the number of tag assignments that
both nodes appear in.
The importance or rank of each node in FolkRank is calculated by an iterative
weight-spreading algorithm in a similar fashion to PageRank. The weights of all
nodes are given in the weight vector ~w which has one entry per node and is computed
by the weight spreading function
~w ← (1− d)M ~w + d~p
where M is the row-stochastic version of the adjacency matrix of graph G, ~p is the
preference vector, and the dampening factor 0 < d ≤ 1 determines the influence of
~p. The preference vector ~p is used as a means to personalise the recommendations
to the query user and document, and to achieve that goal is set to give the nodes
representing the query user and document in the graph a higher preference weight
compared to other nodes. The dampening factor d sets the balance between personal
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preference and global importance when calculating the node weights. FolkRank can
generate either a global non-personalised ranking or a personalised ranking of all
nodes in the graph, depending on the values set in the preference vector. For a
global ranking, the entries in ~p for all nodes are set to the same value. In order
to generate personalised recommendations for a query post (uq, dq, ∅), ~p is set so
that higher preference weights are given to the query user uq and query document
dq, compared to other nodes in the graph which are set to have a uniformly small
preference weight [Hotho et al., 2006a]. As our work is focused heavily on graph-
based approaches, FolkRank is analysed and discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and
4.
TriFolkRank In [Kim and El Saddik, 2011], Kim et al. further explore the Folk-
Rank algorithm and suggest an adapted approach called TriFolkRank. TriFolkRank
calculates two FolkRank vectors individually, one for the query user by setting a
user-only preference vector, and one for the query document by setting a document-
only preference vector. A linear combination of the two FolkRank vectors then
gives the final ranks for tags. The benefit of this approach is that the individual
tag ranking vectors for each existing user and document in the folksonomy can be
pre-calculated oﬄine. During the online tag recommendation phase the already
computed tag rang vectors of the query user and query document can be retrieved
and combined to produce the final recommendations. The expensive weight spread-
ing computation is thus moved to an oﬄine pre-calculation phase and the speed of
the online generation of tag recommendations is significantly improved.
Directed Graph A directed graph alternative to the undirected folksonomy graph
is suggested by Ramezani et al. [Ramezani et al., 2010; Ramezani, 2011]. The ra-
tionale behind using directed edges is explained by considering the expectation of
hypothetical user navigation from one node to another. Ramezani et al. argue that
if we consider two connected nodes in the graph, out of which one is popular and
the other unpopular, navigating from the unpopular node to the popular one is
different from and more likely than navigating from the popular node to the unpop-
ular one. In other words, when navigating from a node v1 to a node v2, not only
the strength of the connection between v1 and v2 is important, but also the overall
popularity/likeliness of v2. Since v1 and v2 can have different levels of popularity,
going from v1 to v2 can have a different probability than going from v2 to v1. To be
able to capture this information in the graph, a directed graph with adapted edge
weights is used.
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BiFolkRank Another alternative graph method proposed in [Kim and El Saddik,
2011] is BiFolkRank. In BiFolkRank, the U × D × T tri-partite graph used by
FolkRank is split into two bi-partite graphs U×T and D×T . The weight spreading
algorithm is then executed on either U × T or D × T , ignoring either documents
or users respectively. In each case, the resulting tag rankings are then combined
with the tags that co-occur with either the ignored query document or the ignored
query user to give the final recommendations. Surprisingly, both of these simpler
approaches are shown to give better results than the original FolkRank approach.
Even though this seem unintuitive at first, the conclusions of the work presented in
this thesis provide an explanation as to why this might be the case.
2.2 Content-Based
The focus of content-based approaches is to generate content-related tags which
describe the document from a neutral point of view. By utilising the content of
documents as an information source, these approaches have the ability to recom-
mend tags for previously untagged documents and can address the new document
problem in tag recommendation. Content-based approaches usually address an un-
personalised tag recommendation task. The datasets used in traditional document
labelling approaches consist of documents globally annotated with keywords that
reflect the content of the document, and have usually been assigned by experts in
the field. However, in social tagging data users have varying expertise and assign
content-related as well as personal tags that represent the user’s personal view of
the document. When content-based approaches are used on social tagging datasets,
the models are usually built on training data that is pre-processed by removing
the user dimension. Optionally the un-personalised training data can be further
reduced by keeping only the most frequently assigned tags per document in order to
reduce noise and create a denser dataset. To finally recommend personalised tags
for a document to a specific user, the initial list of content-related tags is usually
adjusted in a second step according to the preferences of the user.
Content-based approaches use the text content of documents to either di-
rectly extract tags [Lipczak et al., 2009] or to create a content-based document
model in order to recommend tags. Approaches based on document models include
traditional document classification algorithms [Heymann et al., 2008; Song et al.,
2008] and approaches based on document similarity [Byde et al., 2007]. Important
aspects of content-based methods are the content source and the document repre-
sentation. Various sources of content data such as the title, additional meta-data
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and fulltext content of documents are available. The document representation used
is usually a bag-of-words, however, there are different approaches to calculate the
weight of each word in a document.
2.2.1 Content Sources
The available sources of content data for documents in social bookmarking systems
include the title, URL, additional meta-data and fulltext content. Experiments have
shown that the most informative words generally appear in the title and URL, and
the document text. An extensive analysis of the usefulness of title words for tag
recommendation is given by Lipczak et al. in [Lipczak and Milios, 2010b]. The con-
clusion is that there is a relatively high overlap between the title words and tags
of a document, and the title seems to be a good source for words to be used as
tags. The value of the document URL, as a source of potential tags or as a doc-
ument representation, has been explored in [Lipczak et al., 2009] and [Byde et al.,
2007]. Lipczak et al. conclude that while the URL-based tag recommender on its
own does not achieve very good results, it is valuable in combination with other tag
recommendation sources. If provided by the tagging system, additional meta-data
fields such as description, author or journal can also be analysed [Ju and Hwang,
2009; Landia et al., 2012]. For structured text documents such as HTML, the con-
tent structure (anchors, links, paragraphs) can be exploited and different areas of
the document can be analysed as separate content sources [Zhang et al., 2004]. In
[Heymann et al., 2008] Heymann et al. carry out experiments on HTML pages,
comparing the value of page text, anchor text and text of surrounding hosts for
tag prediction. They conclude that out of the three, the document text was most
informative and anchor text was more informative than surrounding hosts.
2.2.2 Content Representation
The document representation in content-based approaches is usually a bag-of-words.
Each document is represented as a vector of word importance weights where each
element of the vector represents the importance of a word to the document. The
standard word scoring approach is Tf-Idf which stands for Term frequency - Inverse
document frequency and measures the ability of a word to distinguish a document
from other documents in the collection. Many variations of the Tf-Idf score have
been proposed and used in research. One of the standard methods to calculate
Tf-Idf is
Tf-Idf(w, d) =
tc(w, d)∑
wl∈d
tc(wl, d)
∗ log2
|D|
dc(w,D)
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where D is the set of all documents in the collection, tc(w, d) is the term count
equal to the number of occurrences of word w in document d, and dc(wl, D) is the
document count equal to the number of documents in the collection containing word
w. The left side of the multiplication is the term frequency measuring the fraction of
occurrences of word w over occurrences of all words in d. The right side is the log2
of the inverse document frequency. The document frequency measures the fraction
of documents in collection D that contain word w.
Additionally to Tf-Idf, different approaches have been used in combination to
construct the final document weight vectors. [Witten et al., 1999] use Tf-Idf scores
as well as the position of the first appearance of a word in the document; [Hulth,
2003] combines Tf-Idf scores and lexical tools; and [Liu et al., 2009] use Tf-Idf scores
with part-of-speech analysis, word clustering and a sentence importance score. In
[Renz et al., 2003] the Tf-Idf scores are calculated on small word parts (quad-grams
consisting of 4 letters) instead of whole words to overcome the stemming [Porter,
1980] problem. Alternatively to Tf-Idf, [Matsuo and Ishizuka, 2004] use word fre-
quency and word-word co-occurence to calculate scores for words given only a single
document rather than a document collection.
An issue in modelling content is the high dimensionality of the document
vectors, especially if the full text of the documents is used as the content source.
In order to reduce the dimensionality, feature selection can be applied to restrict
the document vectors to include only a number of the most valuable words. Various
metrics for measuring the value of words for feature selection are compared and eval-
uated in [Yang and Pedersen, 1997]. Yang and Pedersen conclude that thresholding
words based on document frequency is a cheap and effective approach, produc-
ing comparable results to more expensive metrics such as information gain. A more
advanced approach to dimensionality reduction is feature extraction, where the doc-
ument word vectors are mapped onto a number of latent features extracted from the
document collection. Feature extraction approaches include latent semantic analysis
[Deerwester et al., 1990] and probabilistic latent semantic analysis [Hofmann, 1999].
2.2.3 Classification
Classification approaches treat the tag recommendation problem as a multi-label
document classification task, where the text content of documents are the features
and the tags are labels. They construct a classifier from a training set of labelled doc-
uments and apply it to new documents to find keywords. A good general overview
of text classification algorithms is given in [Sebastiani, 2002].
In [Heymann et al., 2008] Heymann et al. apply classification techniques util-
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ising implicit negative examples in order to recommend un-personalised tags for doc-
uments. The dataset used in the experiments only includes documents that have
been tagged in more than 100 posts. In order to generate a training set of positive
as well as negative examples for classifiers, two sets of relationships between tags
and documents are constructed:
• Rp contains pairs (t, d) where tag t positively describes document d.
• Rn contains pairs (t, d) where tag t negatively describes document d.
A tag-document pair (t, d) is included in the set of positive examples Rp if the
number of co-occurrences of t and d is greater or equal to the number of total
posts for d divided by 100. The set of negative examples Rn includes all pairs
(t, d) for which there are no co-occurrences of t and d. Tag recommendations are
then generated by training a binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for
each tag, on the content-based representations of the positive and negative example
documents in Rp and Rn.
An un-personalised tag recommender based on clustering and classification
is suggested by Song et al. [Song et al., 2008, 2011]. The relationship between doc-
uments, document vocabulary and document tags is modelled with two bipartite
graphs, one giving the relation between the word vocabulary of the dataset and
individual documents, the other capturing the connections between documents and
associated tags. The two bipartite graphs are approximated by a lower dimensional
representation and partitioned into a predefined number of clusters. For each tag a
within-cluster ranking is calculated. A classifier is then built treating the clusters as
classes and using the distribution of documents and words among classes as features.
To recommend tags for a new document, the cluster-membership probability of the
new document to each cluster is first predicted by the classifier. The final score for
each tag is then calculated by considering the membership probability of the new
document to the tag’s cluster and the within-cluster rank of the tag.
2.2.4 Document Similarity
The content-based similarity between documents can be used to create a neighbour-
hood of documents with similar content to the query document. Tags co-occurring
with documents in the neighbourhood can then be recommended for the query docu-
ment [Byde et al., 2007; Landia and Anand, 2009]. Document similarity approaches
are similar to item-based collaborative filtering in that the neighbourhood of similar
documents is used to recommend tags. However, the neighbourhood is constructed
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based on content similarity rather than tag profile similarity. The content-based
similarity is usually calculated by cosine similarity of the bag-of-words vectors rep-
resenting documents. The cosine similarity of two attribute vectors ~x and ~y is
calculated by
CosSim(~x, ~y) =
~x · ~y
‖~x‖‖~y‖
=
∑n
i=1 ~xi × ~yi∑n
i=1 (~xi)
2 ×
∑n
i=1 (~yi)
2
where the numerator is the dot product of ~x and ~y, and the denominator is the
product of the magnitudes of ~x and ~x. We discuss our tag recommendation approach
based on document similarity in more detail in Chapter 3.
2.2.5 Keyword Extraction
A research area related to tag recommendation is keyword extraction, which is the
task of extracting keywords from the text content of a document which describe or
categorise the document from a neutral point of view. The distinguishing charac-
teristic of keyword extraction in contrast other content-based document labelling
methods is that the vocabulary of potential keywords consists of the content of the
documents. For the tag recommendation task, keyword extraction is used to iden-
tify words appearing in the content of documents that can be recommended as tags.
Keyword extraction methods thus cannot recommend tags that are not found as
words in the content vocabulary of the document collection, even if the tags exist
in the folksonomy tagging data. However, keyword extraction has the ability to
generate and recommend new tags that do not yet exist in the tagging data from
the document vocabulary, addressing the new tag problem.
Existing approaches can be divided into supervised and unsupervised key-
word extraction. Unsupervised methods [Liu et al., 2009] rely solely on the text
content of the document collection to identify keywords that provide an accurate
representation of the documents. The true document labels are used only as a
means to evaluate the accuracy of the keywords extraction approaches and are not
analysed as an information source by the algorithms. Unsupervised keyword extrac-
tion is closely related to document content representation methods, as the tagging
information is not taken into account when generating the set of keywords for a doc-
ument. Similarly to content representation metrics, the problem addressed by these
approaches is to identify (key-)words in the content of a document which accurately
represent the document in the collection. Unsupervised methods calculate a score
for each candidate word in a document to measure how useful the word would be as
a keyword and recommend the words with the highest scores. The score calculation
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usually includes Tf-Idf in combination with other metrics, as described in Section
2.2.2.
Supervised approaches learn from the document content as well as the key-
words assigned to documents. In order to extract keywords they build models on
training data which is assumed to be a collection of correctly tagged documents. In
contrast to models for tag recommendation or document classification that try to
predict labels for documents, supervised keyword extraction builds models to predict
whether or not a word in the content of the document collection should be used as
a label. KEA [Witten et al., 1999] uses uses a Naive Bayes classifier to extract key-
words and [Zhang et al., 2004] propose a supervised method specifically for web sites
using the C5.0 decision tree classifier. A keyword extraction approach that has been
directly applied to tag recommendation [Lipczak et al., 2009; Lipczak and Milios,
2011] is discussed below.
Word-Tag Overlap A supervised keyword extraction approach that is applied
to tag recommendation with a high success rate is presented in [Lipczak and Milios,
2011] as the “Title Recommender”. It recommends words from the query document’s
title, choosing the words which have been observed to have a high global overlap in
being a title word as well as a tag for documents. The score used by Lipczak et al.
represents the global suitability of a word to be tag. It is calculated as
suit(w) =
|w ∈ d ∧ w ∈ T (d)|
|w ∈ d|
where w is a word, d is a document and T (d) is the set of all tags assigned to
document d (by any user). The numerator gives the number of documents for which
w is a content word as well as a tag, and the denominator is the total number of
documents for which w is a content word. The suitability score does not include
a word importance score such as Tf-Idf, thus the varying importance of different
content words to a document is not taken into account. However, as the only
source of content words in [Lipczak and Milios, 2011] is the document title, it can be
assumed that all title words are important to the document. The recommender thus
achieves a high precision without considering this aspect but can only recommend
a small number of tags.
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2.3 Other Approaches
Other existing approaches include analysing the time aspect of tagging activity by
considering recency [Lipczak and Milios, 2010a], and including information from ex-
ternal sources such as online repositories [Mrosek et al., 2009]. Recency is especially
interesting since the timestamps of posts are a data feature present in the folksonomy
which is not considered by most approaches. As [Hotho et al., 2006b] point out, the
interest of users in folksonomies changes over time, and thus [Lipczak and Milios,
2010a] argue that tags used in the past might not accurately reflect the current
interest of a user. As part of their hybrid, Lipczak et al. propose a user-related
tag recommender that takes recency into account. As with user-tag co-occurrence,
the candidate set of tags consists of all tags used by the query user uq in the past.
However, rather than scoring each tag t based on the number of times it was used,
the tag score is calculated based on the recency of the last tag assignment of uq
which contained t.
2.4 Hybrids
Hybrid approaches [Lipczak and Milios, 2010a; Gemmell et al., 2010; Zhang et al.,
2009] combine the predictions generated by several individual recommenders in order
to create the final recommendation set. Similarly to classifier comities [Sebastiani,
2002] used in text categorisation, the idea is that shortcomings of individual recom-
menders can be overcome by combining tag prediction scores generated by different
approaches. The individual parts of the hybrid can include folksonomy-based as
well as content-based approaches. In [Lipczak and Milios, 2010a], Lipczak et al.
use keyword extraction techniques to extract a set of un-personalised tags from the
document content, and then personalise this set of candidate tags by combining it
with the query user’s list of preferred tags. The challenge with hybrid approaches
is how to combine the recommendations given by the individual components of
the system to achieve the best effect. Several methodologies for combining rec-
ommenders have been examined in recommender systems [Burke, 2002]. For tag
recommendation, a widely-used method [Ja¨schke et al., 2008; Lipczak and Milios,
2010a; Gemmell et al., 2010] of combining two recommenders it to take a linear
combination of their tag prediction scores. The final recommendation set includes
all tags which appear in one or both of the sets. Given two sets of prediction scores
A and B, generated by different recommenders, the score of each tag t in the final
recommendations is a weighted sum of the tag’s scores in A and in B. The effect is
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that scores of tags which appear in both source sets are increased relative to scores
of tags which appear only in A or only in B. This combination is referred to as the
linear combination [Lipczak and Milios, 2010a; Gemmell et al., 2010] or the “p-mix”
[Ja¨schke et al., 2008] of prediction sets. The combination weight that determines
the balance in importance given to scores from A and B is set by a parameter b
where 0 ≤ b ≤ 1. The optimal setting for b is usually found by performing tuning
runs on an additional tuning split of the data and the best found setting is used
when generating predictions for the test set. A thorough examination of the learn-
ing process for combination weights in hybrid tag recommenders is carried out in
[Lipczak and Milios, 2010a].
2.5 Evaluation Methodologies
The tag recommendation task is to recommend a set of tags for a query post
(uq, dq, ∅). A tag is successfully recommended if user uq chooses it tagging document
dq, otherwise it is a wrong recommendation. The number of tags that are recom-
mended can be variable but is usually set to a fixed number between 1 and 10 across
all recommendations. Tag recommendation algorithms can be evaluated online in
a live social bookmarking system or oﬄine by using a holdout set for which tags
are to be predicted. Live evaluation is rarely used in tag recommendation research
since it requires access to a live social tagging system with many active users and is
a lengthy process where additional non-algorithmic influences also play a role. One
such live evaluation was carried out on the BibSonomy website in [Ja¨schke et al.,
2009]. It is much more common to evaluate tag recommendation algorithms oﬄine
by splitting available social tagging datasets into a training set and a test (holdout)
set. Models are built on the training set and recommendations are generated for
query posts from the test set. To evaluate the success rate of recommendations, the
predicted tag sets are compared to the real tag sets that were chosen by users for
query posts. The accuracy of algorithms is then measured based on how many of
the correct tags were recommended.
2.5.1 Training and Test Split
Two methodologies are mainly used to construct the training and test data for
evaluating recommenders. The split is either done by date as this is closest to the
reality of the application, or by using a leave-one-out approach. In the date-split,
the set of posts is split into a training and a test set on a predefined cut-off date,
putting all posts entered before the chosen date into the training set and all posts
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entered after the chosen date into the test set. This approach models the real-world
scenario of tag recommendation as closely as possible and was used to compare
tag recommender submissions to the ECML PKDD Discovery Challenge of 2009
[Eisterlehner et al., 2009]. An alternative approach is to construct a leave-one-out
split per user, where for each user one post is left out from the training data and put
in the test data. This approach can be used in multi-fold cross-validation [Mitchell,
1997] where several training and test sets are created, with each test fold containing
a random test post for each user. The final results are then given as the average
accuracy over folds. However, the leave-one-out approach constructs an easier tag
recommendation problem than the more realistic date split, and is only applicable
where all users have multiple posts in the dataset, ie. datasets at post-core level 2
or greater (post-core processing is described in Section 2.6.2).
2.5.2 Success Measures
The standard measures for evaluating the quality of tag recommendations are pre-
cision, recall and F1. Since the tag recommendation problem is to recommend a set
of tags where the real number of tags can vary in each post, a predefined number of
tags to be recommended is usually set and the success rates are given at that size,
for example recall@5 is the recall achieved when recommending five tags. Precision
measures the ratio between the number of correct predictions and the total number
of predictions made. It is given by
precision =
TP
(TP + FP )
where TP (true positives) is the number of correctly recommended tags and FP
(false positives) is the number of wrong recommendations. Recall measures the ratio
between the number of correct predictions and the actual number of tags assigned
by the user.
recall =
TP
(TP + FN)
where FN are false negatives, the number of correct tags which were not rec-
ommended. In order to combine the precision and recall values either the preci-
sion/recall break-even point or the F1 measure can be used. The precision/recall
break-even point is defined as the point (in the case of tag recommendation the
number of recommended tags) at which precision and recall are equal or closest. It
gives a single number as the success measure. The F1 measure is a combination
of precision and recall that gives equal importance to both of them. F1 can be
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calculated at all numbers of recommended tags and is defined by
F1 =
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall
Precision, recall and F1 are usually first calculated per query post, and then averaged
over all posts to give the overall success rate (macro-averaging).
Given the characteristics of social tagging systems, recall is much more im-
portant to the user than precision. While recall penalises false negatives, so considers
the number of tags that the user wanted but were not recommended, precision pe-
nalises false positives, by giving importance to how many wrong guesses were made.
As long as the number of recommended tags displayed per post is sensibly small
(≤10), the cost of false positives is minimal. The user will read the wrongly recom-
mended tag, ignore it and move on to choose other tags. The cost of making another
guess is thus very small, and the exact number of guesses is not as important as long
as some correct recommendations are made within a reasonable amount of guesses
(≤10). The cost of a false negative, an omitted correct tag, is a lot higher since
the user has to think of and type in the desired tag himself, which means spending
time and effort. We thus want to have recommenders which find as many correct
tags as possible within a reasonable number of guesses, where the exact number of
guesses is not as important as having a large coverage (or recall) of the true tag set.
Recall@N , where N is usually set to 5 is widely-used and believed to be one of the
most meaningful measures to compare tag recommenders. However, with recall@N
one has to be aware that for posts where the number of true tags is greater than N ,
recall@N can never reach 1 and will report a sub-optimal success rate even when
all N recommended tags for a post are correct, and the precision@N is equal to 1.
2.6 Social BookmarkingWebsites and Dataset Retrieval
The effectiveness of tag recommendation algorithms is evaluated on datasets ob-
tained from social bookmarking websites, where the most prominent ones for tagging
textual documents are CiteULike, BibSonomy and Delicious. CiteULike is a publi-
cation bookmarking system for sharing and collaboratively tagging research papers.
CiteULike provides official snapshots of their social tagging dataset including all tag
assignments in the system to date with timestamps for each tag assignment. Addi-
tionally to the social tagging data, the CiteULike website stores the BibTex entries of
the research papers that are tagged in the system. The BibTeX entries correspond-
ing to documents in the snapshots are not available to download as a package, but
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can be identified through the citeulike-article-id field in the snapshots and down-
loaded from the website. BibSonomy [Benz et al., 2010] is a social bookmarking
system for both websites and publications. The system is split into two separate
parts: BibSonomy Bookmark and Bibsonomy BibTeX, corresponding to website
bookmarks and publication bookmarks respectively. Official snapshots of the Bib-
Sonomy dataset are available separately for the Bookmark and BibTeX part of the
website. The BibSonomy snapshots additionally include information in meta-data
fields such as title and description for websites and title, author and bibtexAbstract
for publications. Delicious is by far the biggest existing social bookmarking system
and allows users to tag websites. While CiteULike and BibSonomy provide official
snapshots of their complete datasets, Delicious does not. The Delicious datasets
used in research are obtained by partially crawling the delicious website, since a full
crawl is not feasible due to the large size and technical restrictions. We give the
tagging data sizes and statistics of CiteULike and BibSonomy snapshots in Tables
2.1 and 2.2 respectively, and address the crawling of Delicious in the next section.
In our experimental evaluation in the next chapters we use the CiteULike 2012-05
snapshot and the Delicious crawl of [Hotho et al., 2006a] that was kindly provided
to us by the authors. For BibSonomy we use a cleaned version of the full 2012-07
snapshot given in Table 2.2, where spam and imported posts have been removed by
the authors and administrators of the BibSonomy system.
CiteULike 2012
Posts 4,863,375
Tag Assignments 17,145,727
Users 115,782
Documents 3,731,020
Tags 752,295
Table 2.1: Citeulike 2012-05 Snapshot
Bibsonomy 2012 Bookmark BibTeX Total
Posts 359,641 109,984 469,625
Tag Assignments 1,344,760 395,699 1,740,459
Users 4,996 4,777 9,773
Documents 311,978 94,427 406,405
Tags 89,596 57,526 147,122
Table 2.2: BibSonomy 2012-07 Snapshot
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2.6.1 Crawls
The crawling methods used to obtain Delicious datasets used in research are effec-
tively implementations of sampling techniques. Several different Delicious samples,
which we list in Table 2.3, have been used in tag recommendation literature. The
complete size of the actual Delicious dataset is not known. The last official numbers
provided by Delicious are from September 2008 where it was claimed to have 180
million unique documents. All crawling methods used to obtain the existing deli-
cious datasets can be described as user-based sampling. The general method used
is to first sample a list of users and then download the complete (or near-complete)
user profiles for the sampled users by retrieving all of their posts, including the user,
document and tags. The difference in the crawling methods lies in how the list
of users is sampled. In most of the crawls, the initial sample of users is obtained
by a breadth-first [Kurant et al., 2011] exploration of the folksonomy graph where
only user nodes are added to the sample instead of adding all encountered nodes.
[Hotho et al., 2006a] start with the most popular document of delicious to obtain
the list of users and tags associated with this document (which resulted in about
6900 users and 700 tags). They then recursively explore users and documents re-
lated to these items and monitor the start page of delicious for further users and
resources. The result is a list of 75,242 user-names which is taken as the sample list
of users, and for each of these users the tagging data related to their first 10,000
posts is downloaded to give the dataset. [Shepitsen et al., 2008] iterate over users
who have tagged the most popular documents and recursively expand the list of
users via shared documents to create the sample list of users. The complete user
profiles (all posts) of 29,918 users found in this manner are then downloaded to
give the dataset. For their experiments, Shepitsen et al apply a further user-based
sampling to the dataset, creating two samples of 5,000 users each on which the ex-
periments are conducted. A similar sampling approach is used by [Gemmell et al.,
2009], where the sample list of users is created by starting from users who have
used the most popular tags and exploring further users over the “Network” and
“Fan” relationships which exist in Delicious. After downloading the complete user
profiles of the resulting 524,790 users, the dataset used in the experiments is created
by taking another user-based sample which consists of 10% of these users taken at
random. (Statistics of this dataset are not listed in Table 2.3 since Gemmell et
al also apply post-core processing and finally use a post-core at level 20 in their
experiments.) [Wetzker et al., 2008] use all posts containing the tag “web2.0” as a
starting point and recursively explore all related tags. From the resulting dataset,
the sample list of users is created by selecting the users with the most posts. The
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complete user profiles of these users are downloaded to give a large crawl. The large
crawl has not been used for a tag recommendation task in [Wetzker et al., 2008] but
rather to conduct an extensive statistical analysis of Delicious. For application to
the tag recommendation task Wetzker et al. apply further sampling to the crawl in
[Wetzker et al., 2010]. The sample is created by first removing posts they believe
to be spam and then limiting the time range of the dataset to the first 16 months
(11.2003-12.2004). [Lipczak and Milios, 2011] create and use a dataset which is the
overlap of the crawls from [Wetzker et al., 2008] and [Bender et al., 2008]. This is
done because one of the crawls does not contain document titles while the other does
not contain the time-stamps of tag assignments and Lipczak et al. require both.
Posts Tag Assignments
Bender et al. [Bender et al., 2008] 4,582,773 not given
Hotho et al. [Hotho et al., 2006a] 7,698,653 17,780,260
Lipczak et al. [Lipczak and Milios, 2011] ≈ 9,000,000 not given
Shepitsen et al. [Shepitsen et al., 2008] not given 47,184,492
Wetzker et al. [Wetzker et al., 2010] 1,909,687 3,906,207
Table 2.3: Delicious Crawls
Sampling Bias The sampling methods used to crawl Delicious have a sample bias
towards popular entries, as either a popular node or a set of popular nodes is taken
as the starting point for graph exploration. Additionally, the method applied to
sample the initial list of users is usually breadth-first sampling which is known to be
biased towards highly connected nodes [Kurant et al., 2011]. More advanced sam-
pling techniques such as Metropolis Hastings Random Walk (MHRW) [Gjoka et al.,
2011], MHRW-DA [Lee et al., 2012] or Albatross Sampling [Jin et al., 2011] have
not yet been applied to crawl tag recommendation datasets. Due to the bias in the
sampling of the Delicious datasets, the test set used to evaluate the accuracy of tag
recommendation algorithms will also be biased towards popular tags. When using a
test set that has this sample bias, situations might arise where tag recommendation
algorithms weighted towards recommending popular tags produce a higher predic-
tion accuracy than if they were evaluated on an un-biased test set. Evidence of this
can be seen in our evaluation in Chapter 3 where we conduct experiments using
the Delicious crawl of [Hotho et al., 2006a]. We show that a baseline recommender
suggesting the most popular in the system for every test post produces relatively
high results on the Delicious dataset while having a low accuracy for CiteULike and
BibSonomy where the test sets are from complete snapshots without a sample bias.
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While the focus of this work is on the tag recommendation algorithms themselves
we plan to further explore the sampling methods and sampling bias of social tagging
datasets in the future.
2.6.2 Post-Core Processing
Folksonomy-based tag recommendation algorithms are often evaluated on post-core
subsets of the full social tagging data. In a post-core at level k, only posts are
included where the user, document and all tags appear in at least k posts of the
dataset. Post-core processing is used to provide a denser datasets for models to be
built on and also minimise the chance that new items users, documents or tags will
be encountered in the test set. Since folksonomy-based recommenders cannot suc-
cessfully recommend tags for new documents or users, post-core processing is used
as a means to evaluate the algorithms on test cases where sufficient information is
available. However, post-cores only make up a small subset of the full folksonomy
in which the majority of posts is not included. While the new user problem is not
as big an issue as each user is only new when submitting their first post, the new
document problem is very prominent in social tagging datasets. The majority of
documents in unpruned datasets is only tagged by one user [Wetzker et al., 2008;
Lipczak and Milios, 2010b], and thus many query documents in the full test set
have no previous tagging information associated with them. Since content-based
approaches can address the new document problem and recommend tags for previ-
ously untagged documents based on their content, they are usually evaluated on the
unpruned datasets, encompassing the full real-world tag recommendation problem.
2.7 Conclusion
Existing tag recommendation approaches can be categorised by the source and scope
of information that they consider. In folksonomy-based approaches the information
source is the social tagging data, while in content-based approaches the focus is on
analysing the textual content of documents. Folksonomy-based approaches achieve
high accuracy when recommending tags for query documents (and query users) that
already have some tagging information associated with them in the historical data.
However, they are not successful at recommending tags for previously untagged
documents. Content-based approaches can address this new document problem by
representing documents based on their textual content instead of their tagging infor-
mation in the folksonomy data. Approaches analysing document content originate
from the field of text analysis and traditionally address an un-personalised docu-
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ment labelling task. In order to recommend tags related to the content of the query
document as well as personalised to the preferences of the query user, content-based
and folksonomy-based approaches are combined as hybrids. The hybridisation is
usually done by first generating predictions from the individual recommenders and
then blending their recommendation sets. The contributions of our work regard-
ing document content, presented in the next chapter, approach this hybridisation
problem from a different perspective by including content into folksonomy-based ap-
proaches at the algorithmic level, before predictions are generated. This results in
novel content-aware, folksonomy-based recommenders. Our approach of including
content into graph ranking methods produces recommenders that have the ability
to analyse the full scope of tagging information contained in the folksonomy as well
as considering content in the tag recommendation process.
Most tag recommendation approaches are adaptations of algorithms that
originate from research in traditional recommender systems and information re-
trieval. The original algorithms were designed to address problems where the
datasets have a lower dimensionality of types of items as well as types of rela-
tions between items. The algorithms were adapted to the tag recommendation task
in order to enable them to model the 3-dimensional folksonomy data, and in order
to address the problem of recommending tags related to two query items instead
of one, the query user and query document. Graph-based ranking approaches have
received a lot of attention in the tag recommendation community due to their ability
to model and analyse the full scope of available information in the social tagging
data. Much research has been done on adapting the algorithms to efficiently handle
the three dimensions of the folksonomy. However, a thorough examination of the
underlying assumptions that made graph-based ranking successful in information
retrieval and whether these assumptions directly apply to folksonomies has not yet
been carried out. In Chapter 4 we conduct a detailed analysis of the FolkRank
graph ranking algorithm and propose novel adaptations to the graph model as well
as weight spreading approach used in FolkRank. We examine implicit assumptions
made by the tri-partite graph model of the folksonomy and show how these assump-
tions influence the tag recommendation process. Moreover, we analyse the iterative
weight spreading approach of FolkRank and highlight issues that arise due to the
specific structure of the folksonomy graph. As part of our contributions we pro-
pose and alternative weight spreading algorithm that addresses the issues we have
identified and also has a lower computational complexity than FolkRank’s iterative
approach. The evaluation of our hypotheses reveals novel insights and limitations
concerning the applicability and advantages of graph-based ranking methods for
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tag recommendation. In Chapter 5 we expand on these insights and analyse the
existence of negative feedback in the folksonomy graph structure. Implicit negative
feedback has been explored in recommender systems where all non-co-occurrences
in 2-dimensional data are assumed to imply negative relationships. By taking the
3-dimensional relationships in the folksonomy into consideration, we show that a
stronger indication of negative feedback can be extracted from social tagging data
than in 2-dimensional datasets. We evaluate the existence of negative feedback in
folksonomies, and the reliability of our approach for extracting implicit negative
feedback from the graph structure. We show that the existence of negative feed-
back is a factor that can hinder the ability of graph-based approaches to make
more accurate tag predictions, and propose that negative feedback has to be taken
into account when developing graph-based tag recommendation approaches in the
future. Overall our contributions include several content-aware, folksonomy-based
recommenders, a thorough examination of graph modelling and ranking methods for
folksonomies and new insights into the fundamental characteristics of social tagging
datasets.
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Chapter 3
Content-Awareness
In this chapter we present our content-aware extensions of folksonomy-based tag
recommendation algorithms. We propose and compare two methods of including
content. Our first approach is to include content at the word level directly into
the folksonomy model. We represent documents by their content words and model
relationships between users and words, words and tags, and users and tags. A query
post is then treated as consisting not of a query user and query document, but
instead as consisting of the query user and a collection of query words. Our second
alternative method includes content indirectly at the document level. In this ap-
proach the underlying model of the folksonomy-based recommenders is not adapted
with content data. However, content is included when constructing the query passed
to the algorithms. By using content-based similarity, a neighbourhood of already
tagged training documents most similar to the query document is constructed. The
documents from the content-based neighbourhood are then included as part of the
query passed to the folksonomy-based recommenders. We apply our two alternative
methodologies for including content to the graph-based FolkRank algorithm and
also to a simpler co-occurrence recommender.
Our extensions make the folksonomy-based recommenders applicable to un-
pruned, real-world tagging data and address the new document problem in tag
recommendation. Including content gives a significant increase in the recommen-
dation accuracy of FolkRank as well as our simpler co-occurrence recommender on
unpruned tagging datasets.
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3.1 The Need for Content
Test sets generated from real-world tagging datasets contain a large proportion of
new, previously untagged query documents [Lipczak and Milios, 2010b; Wetzker et al.,
2008]. A drawback of purely folksonomy-based recommenders such as FolkRank is
that they can only generate successful recommendations for query posts where the
user and document are already known to the system. It is required that the query
user has already tagged at least one document, and that the query document has
been tagged by at least one user in the past. This makes solely folksonomy-based
recommenders only applicable to post-core subsets of tagging data of level 2 or
higher, where most (if not all) query users and documents are known to the system
and already have some tags assigned to them. When trying to apply these methods
to a query post with a new user and/or new document they default to recommend-
ing either the most popular tags of the user, the most popular tags of the document
or the most popular tags across all posts, depending on whether both the user and
document are new or not. While the new user problem is not as prominent since
each user is only new during his first post, the new document problem is present
in the majority of query posts in real-world tagging data. Post-cores of level 2 or
higher only capture a fraction of the real-world tag recommendation problem. In
order to recommend tags for new documents, approaches are required which model
documents not only based on the tags assigned to them in the past (if any), but
also their content.
3.2 Folksonomy-Based Recommenders Without Content
To evaluate the impact of including content into the recommendation process, we
first analyse the folksonomy-based recommenders without content. These are Folk-
Rank and a simple co-occurrence approach which we call CoOcc. While FolkRank
analyses the full folksonomy graph when generating recommendations, the simple
CoOcc recommender only considers the immediate neighbourhood of the query and
does not attempt to exploit the deeper graph. By using CoOcc as a baseline, we
can evaluate whether or not exploring the deeper graph with FolkRank provides a
benefit over limiting the analysis to the immediate co-occurrence neighbourhood of
the query alone.
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3.2.1 FolkRank
FolkRank [Hotho et al., 2006a; Ja¨schke et al., 2007] is a graph-based ranking algo-
rithm which is modelled based on Google’s PageRank. Users, documents and tags
are represented as nodes v ∈ V in an undirected tri-partite graph G = (V,E), where
all co-occurrences of users and documents, users and tags, and documents and tags
are edges e ∈ E between the corresponding nodes. The weight of the edge between
two nodes depends on the number of their co-occurrences, given as the number of
tag assignments that both nodes appear in. For example if a user u has used a tag
t for two documents, there would be two tag assignments (u, d1, t) and (u, d2, t) in
the folksonomy, and in G the weight of the edge between the two nodes representing
u and t would be set equal to two.
The importance or rank of each node in FolkRank is calculated by an iterative
weight-spreading algorithm, in a similar fashion to PageRank. The weights of all
nodes are given in the weight vector ~w which has one entry per node and is computed
by the weight spreading function
~w ← (1− d)M ~w + d~p
where M is the row-stochastic version of the adjacency matrix of graph G, ~p is the
preference vector, and the dampening factor 0 < d ≤ 1 determines the influence of
~p. The preference vector ~p is used as a means to personalise the recommendations to
the query user and query document, and is set to give these query nodes in the graph
a higher preference weight compared to other nodes. The dampening factor d sets
the balance between personal preference and global importance when calculating the
node weights. After constructing the folksonomy graph, the tag ranking procedure
with FolkRank is as follows for each test post.
1. Initialise each node in the graph with a random starting weight so that the
total sum of node weights in the graph is equal to a predefined parameter TW
(total weight).
2. Set the preference vector giving the query user and document a higher weight
than other nodes in the graph, and so that the sum of weights in the preference
vector, denoted by PW (preference weight), is equal to the total weight in the
graph TW .
3. Perform iterative weight spreading until node weights converge. The end con-
dition is that the sum of absolute change in node weights during one iteration
is smaller than a predefined fraction of the total weight TW .
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4. Select the nodes which represent tags and rank them by node weight, where
the tag node with the highest weight is given the best ranking.
When setting the weights of the preference vector it is important that the sum of
preference weights is equal to the total sum of node weights in the graph. This
ensures that the total weight in the graph stays constant over weight-spreading iter-
ations; that no factors other than parameter d impact the amount of personalisation;
and that the end condition of iterative spreading will work as intended. FolkRank
can generate a global non-personalised ranking and a personalised ranking of all
nodes in the graph, depending on the values set in the preference vector. For a
global ranking, the entries in ~p for all nodes are set to the same value. In order
to generate personalised recommendations for a query post (uq, dq, ∅), ~p is set so
that higher preference weights are given to the query user uq and query document
dq, compared to other nodes in the graph which are set to have a uniformly small
(non-zero) preference weight [Hotho et al., 2006a].
In the later version of FolkRank presented in [Ja¨schke et al., 2007], a differ-
ential approach is used to calculate the final scores of the tag nodes. The reason
for this given in [Ja¨schke et al., 2007] is that due to the undirected nature of the
graph, weights are distributed in one direction of an edge in one iteration, and then
distributed back along the same edge in the next. Ja¨schke et al. claim this makes
it very difficult for nodes other than the ones with high edge degree to become
highly ranked, no matter what the preference vector is. In order to generate recom-
mendations for a query post (uq, dq, ∅), personalised tag ranks are first calculated
by setting a preference vector which gives higher weights to uq and dq. From the
result, another set of tag ranks is subtracted which is generated with a uniform
preference vector (giving equal preference to all nodes in the graph) in order to cal-
culate the final tag scores. However, this differential solution is further discussed in
[Kim and El Saddik, 2011] and [Ramezani et al., 2010], where it is suggested that
other very similar adaptations of PageRank (and FolkRank) do not have this prob-
lem and produce comparable results in only one run with a personalised preference
vector. Kim et al. show in [Kim and El Saddik, 2011] that equivalent tag rankings
and prediction results to the differential approach can be achieved by doing one
personalised run where the preference weights of all non-query nodes are set to zero,
instead of to a uniformly small positive weight as is the case in the personalised run
of the differential approach.
An unexplored question in FolkRank is whether the same amount of prefer-
ence weight should be given to the query user and query document. In the original
FolkRank approach the balance of preference weight between the query user and
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document is not specified explicitly via a parameter but instead is determined im-
plicitly by the ratio of user nodes to document nodes in the graph [Ja¨schke et al.,
2007]. In general this leads to the query document receiving more preference weight
than the query user since there are usually more documents than users in a folkson-
omy, however it is determined entirely by the data. We introduce a parameter b into
our FolkRank-based approaches which allows us to control how the total preference
weight is distributed between the query user and document. The preference weights
of the query user uq and query document dq are then given by
pw(uq) = b ∗ PW
pw(dq) = (1− b) ∗ PW
where 0 ≤ b ≤ 1, PW is the total preference weight and PW = TW since we set the
total preference weight equal to the total weight in the graph. If we set b = |U ||U |+|D| ,
where U is the set of users and D is the set of documents, then we have an equivalent
strategy to that used in the original FolkRank.
3.2.2 Co-Occurrence Approach
The co-occurrence recommender we use as a baseline is a combination of user-
related and document-related tags. We combine the sets of tags co-occurring with
the query user and the set of tags co-occurring with the query document. For query
posts where the set of user and document-related tags does not contain the wanted
number of recommendations (or is empty), we add the most popular tags in the
data overall to fill the recommendation set to the required size.
User Tags (UT)
The User Tags recommender bases its recommendations on the query user only and
ignores the document to be tagged. For a query post (uq, dq, ∅), the set of candidate
tags consists of the past tags of the query user uq. The score for each of the candidate
tags t is the co-occurrence count of uq and t divided by the total number of posts of
uq, and can be seen as the probability that uq will use t for any document. We use
the notation UT(uq, t) to denote the prediction score of tag t for user uq, calculated
as
UT(uq, t) =
|(uq, d∃, t) ∈ A|
|(uq, d∃, S∃) ∈ P |
where d∃ is any document and S∃ is any tag set. The numerator of the fraction is
the number of co-occurrences of uq and t in the set of tag assignments A, and the
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denominator is the total number of posts made by uq.
Document Tags (DT)
Analogous to the User Tags recommender, we calculate a tag co-occurrence proba-
bility for a document dq as
DT(dq, t) =
|(u∃, dq, t) ∈ A|
|(u∃, dq, S∃) ∈ P |
where u∃ is any user and S∃ is any tag set. The numerator is the number of co-
occurrences of d and t, and the denominator is the total number of posts containing
d. The tag score DT(dq, t) represent the probability that tag t will be assigned to
dq by any user.
Most Popular Tags (MP)
The simplest baseline recommender is the Most Popular Tags recommender which
recommends the same set of tags for all test posts, the recommendation consisting
of the top N most frequently used tags in the system. The MP score for a tag t is
the probability that t will be used in any post by any user for any document, and
is calculated as
MP(t) =
|(u∃, d∃, t) ∈ A|
|P |
where the numerator is the number of tag assignments containing tag t, and the
denominator is the total number of posts.
Co-Occurrence Recommender (CoOcc)
To recommend tags which are related to the document as well as personalised to the
user’s preferences, the tag prediction scores of the User Tags (UT) and the Document
Tags (DT) recommenders are combined. To combine the prediction scores from UT
and DT, we apply the standard approach of taking a linear combination of the
two prediction sets [Lipczak and Milios, 2010a; Gemmell et al., 2010]. However,
we believe that it is important to highlight that the candidate tag set of the UT
recommender does not include all tags that are found by DT, and vice versa. Since
the candidate tag set of the combined approach includes all tags that appear in
either only one or both of the source sets, we refer to the weighed linear combination
method of prediction sets as the union. The score of each tag t in the union UT∪DT
is a weighted sum of the tag’s scores in UT and in DT. The effect is that scores
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of tags which appear in both source sets are increased relative to scores of tags
which appear only in UT or only in DT. We use the notation UT(uq) to denote
the candidate tag set of the UT recommender for user uq, and UT(uq, t) to denote
the prediction score of tag t for user uq. Similarly for DT, DT(dq) denotes the
candidate tag set for document dq and DT(dq, t) denotes the prediction score of tag
t. We calculate the score of each tag in the union UT∪DT as
UT∪DT(uq, dq, t) =


b ∗UT(uq, t) + (1− b) ∗DT(dq, t) if t ∈ UT(uq) ∧ t ∈ DT(dq)
b ∗UT(uq, t) if t ∈ UT(uq) ∧ t 6∈ DT(dq)
(1− b) ∗DT(dq, t) if t 6∈ UT(uq) ∧ t ∈ DT(dq)
where 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 is a parameter that determines the balance in importance given to
scores from UT and DT. Before combining the recommendation sets, we normalise
the tag scores in each of the two source sets so that they sum to one. To find the
optimal setting for parameter b, we tune b on the evaluation set and then use the best
value on the test set. Since a query post can contain a user and document that are
both new or have only very few tag co-occurrences in the historical data, the UT∪DT
recommendation set might not contain a sufficient number of tags in some cases. For
these cases, we use the most popular tags (MP) to fill the recommendation set to the
required size and produce the final recommendations of the CoOcc recommender.
From MP, the tags which are not already included in UT∪DT are appended to the
end of the tag rankings of UT∪DT in order of their overall popularity. Tags which
are added from MP can thus never outrank existing tags in UT∪DT, and the scores
from MP do not influence the scores of existing tags in UT∪DT. The most popular
tags are used only as a means to fill the recommendation set to the required size.
A direct comparison of the accuracy achieved with FolkRank and a recom-
mender based on co-occurrence is presented in [Ja¨schke et al., 2008], where Folk-
Rank is reported to produce significantly better results. Similarly to CoOcc, the
co-occurrence recommender used in [Ja¨schke et al., 2008], called “most popular tags
mix”, is a weighted combination of tags co-occurring with the query user and tags
co-occurring with the query document. However, there are major differences be-
tween “most popular tags mix” and our CoOcc approach in how the co-occurrence
scores are calculated and how the weights are normalised before combination. The
recommender used in [Ja¨schke et al., 2008] only considers the absolute user-tag and
document-tag co-occurrence counts without considering the total number of posts
of the user or document, which would correspond to using only the numerator in our
UT and DT score calculations. Before combining the user-tag and document-tag
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co-occurrences to give the final recommendation set, Ja¨schke et al. normalise the
co-occurrence counts from the two sources to be in the interval [0, 1] so that the
highest scoring tag has a score of 1 and the lowest scoring tag a score of 0. However,
the distribution of co-occurrence counts across all tags of a user and all tags of a
document are not considered. Only the minimum and maximum scores in each of
the source sets are taken into account in the calculation of the normalised scores.
3.3 Extension with Content
Here we present our methods for extending the folksonomy-based recommenders
with content data. These content-aware recommenders include the textual content
of documents in the recommendation process as well as utilising the relationships
given in folksonomy data. We can thus overcome the new document problem and
make the folksonomy-based recommenders applicable to full real-world datasets.
For test posts where the query user is new (as well), we have to default to the
most popular tags found to be related to the content of the query document and
cannot personalise these to the user, which is acceptable since the user does not
have a tagging profile yet. In the following sections we first describe the document
content model used and then present our content-aware FolkRank and co-occurrence
recommenders.
3.3.1 Document Model
For including data from the content of documents in the tag recommendation al-
gorithms, we consider two sources of content words: document title and full-text
content. We convert all words to lower-case, remove stop-words as well as all words
which have a length of less than 3 or more than 20 characters, and use the remain-
ing words without stemming. Each document is then represented by a bag-of-words
vector of content words with Tf-Idf scores for each word. Tf-Idf stands for Term
frequency - Inverse document frequency and we compute it as
Tf-Idf(w, d) =
tc(w, d)∑
wl∈d
tc(wl, d)
∗ log2
|D|
dc(w,D)
where D is the set of all documents, tc(w, d) is the term count equal the number of
occurrences of word w in document d, and dc(wl, D) is the document count equal
to the number of documents in the collection containing word w. The left side of
the multiplication is the term frequency measuring the fraction of occurrences of
word w over occurrences of all words in d. The right side is the log2 of the inverse
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document frequency. The document frequency measures the fraction of documents
in collection D that contain word w. We normalise the Tf-Idf scores to sum to 1 per
document, as this is required for our content-aware approaches to work correctly.
A factor to consider is that the content data of websites can change over
time. The title, content and meta-data of a website which is bookmarked can be
updated and differ from one post to the next. This presents a problem, as well as
additional data for analysis. The full-text content of the bookmarked document (or
website) is only available in the current version at the time of retrieval, however, the
BibSonomy dataset provides different versions of the title of a document at the time
of each post. Where available, we concatenate the title variations of a document
from all its posts and treat the resulting text string as the single document title. This
makes the term count measure tc(wl, dj) in our Tf-Idf calculation more powerful as
words which persist over several title variations will end up with a higher score than
words which only appear in a few of the variations.
3.3.2 Content-Aware FolkRank
Our two alternative methods of including content into FolkRank are to include
content words directly into the folksonomy graph model (ContentFolkRank), or to
include content information indirectly by using a content-based document similarity
measure (SimFolkRank).
ContentFolkRank
ContentFolkRank includes content data directly into the folksonomy graph model.
We adapt the folksonomy model to use triplets (user , word , tag) instead of (user ,
document , tag). Each tag assignment in the training data (u, d , t) is converted to
a set of tag assignments with words instead of documents {(u,w1 , t), (u,w2 , t), ...,
(u,wx , t)} where each of the words w ∈ d . The preference vector for a query post
(uq , dq , ∅) is then given by (uq , w1 , w2 , ..., wx ) where each query word wq ∈ dq .
Replacing each document node in the graph with a variable number of word
nodes presents an issue with the edge weighting scheme of the graph. In the regular
FolkRank graph with user, document and tag nodes (Figure 3.1), the weight of the
edge between a user u1 and a tag t1 depends on the number of documents the user u1
has tagged with t1 (in this case 1). If we replace the document node d1 by multiple
word nodes w1 ,w2 , ..,wx (Figure 3.2), the weight of the edge between u1 and t1 is
influenced by the number of words in the document if using the original weighting
scheme of FolkRank. In our example the weight of this edge would now be equal to
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Figure 3.1: FolkRank
Figure 3.2: ContentFolkRank
three. The problem with this becomes apparent when user u1 adds a new document
to his collection and weight spreading is applied to recommend tags to u1. If using
the regular FolkRank graph, the activation spread from u1 to each of the tags t1
and t2 is equal which makes sense since the user has used each of the tags once.
Each of the tags gets an activation weight of outActivation(u1) ∗
1
(|edges of u1|)
. If we
use the ContentFolkRank graph however, the activation spread from u1 to t1 would
be outActivation(u1) ∗
3
(|edges of u1|)
, while the activation spread to t2 would only be
outActivation(u1)
2
(|edges of u1|)
. Tag t1 would thus receive a higher weight than t2
because d1 happens to contain more words than d2.
In order to overcome this problem, we create custom rules for setting the
weights of edges connecting different types of nodes, namely user-word edges, word-
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tag edges and user-tag edges. In our example, we want the sum of the weights
of edges connecting u1 to any of the words from d1 to be equal to the sum of the
weights of edges connecting u1 to any of the words from d2. More generally, we want
the sum of the weights of edges connecting any user u to words nodes from any one
document d to be equal to a pre-defined constant. This would mean that regardless
of the number of words that a document is represented by, the sum of weights of
edges connecting u to the word nodes representing d will always be the same. To
achieve this and additionally include the varying importance of different content
words to the document, we use the Tf-Idf scores of the words in the document.
The Tf-Idf scores are normalised to sum up to 1 per document to provide suitable
weights for the edges between a user and each of the word nodes of the document.
Since several documents, for example da and db, tagged by the same user ua can
contain the same word wa, the weight of the edge between ua and wa is set to the
sum of the normalised Tf-Idf scores of wa in da and db. The same holds for edges
between word and tag nodes. The weight of the edges between user and tag nodes,
ua and ta, is set to the number of posts (documents) in which ua has used ta. The
formulae for calculating the weights of the different types of edges are the following.
User - Word Edges
edgeWeight(u,w) =
∑
dj∈Posts(u,w)
Tf-Idf(w, dj)
where Posts(u,w) is the set of posts by user u where the document contained
word w.
Word - Tag Edges
edgeWeight(w, t) =
∑
dj∈Posts(w,t)
Tf-Idf(w, dj)
where Posts(w, t) is the set of posts tagged with t (by any user) where the
document contained word w.
User - Tag Edges
edgeWeight(u, t) =
∑
Posts(u,t)
1
where Posts(u, t) is the set of posts by user u tagged with t.
The preference vector for each test post is given by (uq, w1 , w2 , ..., wx )
where each query word w ∈ dq . The preference weight of the query user uq is the
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same as in plain FolkRank pw(uq) = b ∗ PW , while the preference weight for each
query word w ∈ dq is set proportional to its Tf-Idf score in dq, and is given by
pw(w) = (1 − b) ∗ PW ∗ TF-Idf(w, dq). Since the Tf-Idf weights are normalised to
sum 1 per document, the sum of the preference weights of all words w ∈ dq is equal
to the preference weight that would be attributed to the document in the plain
FolkRank approach without content.
SimFolkRank
Our second approach of including content into the recommendation process is to
utilise a content-based document similarity measure and include content information
implicitly rather than introducing words directly into the graph. The graph model of
SimFolkRank does not contain content data itself and documents are represented by
document nodes using the original folksonomy graph. However, for each test post, we
construct the preference vector to include not only the query document (if it already
exists in the graph) but also a predefined number of training documents most similar
in content to the query document. The similarity between documents is calculated
by cosine similarity of their word vectors with Tf-Ids scores. We construct the
neighbourhood of similar documentsN(dq) by selecting the top k training documents
with highest cosine similarity to the query document. Documents with similarity
equal to zero are not included inN(dq) even if the size of the resulting neighbourhood
is less than k. Once the k-neighbourhood is constructed, we normalise all similarity
scores for the query document dq to sum to one. This ensures that the number of
similar training documents with cosine similarity greater than zero does not affect
the recommendation process at higher values of k. The final similarity score between
the query document dq and each training document in the neighbourhood ds ∈ N(dq)
is given by
sim(dq, ds) =
CosSim(~dq, ~ds)∑
dj∈N(dq)
CosSim(~dq, ~dj)
where ~dq, ~ds and ~dj are the corresponding word score vectors of documents dq, d
and dj . In our experiments we evaluate the impact of setting different values for k,
the size of the document neighbourhood.
To construct the preference vector for SimFolkRank we include the query
user uq and all documents in the k-neighbourhood of dq. The preference weight
given to each document from the neighbourhood ds ∈ N(dq) is a function of its
similarity to the query document dq and is given by
pw(ds) = sim(ds, dq) ∗ (1− b) ∗ PW
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where sim(ds, dq) is the content-based similarity between ds and dq normalised to
sum to one, parameter b determines the balance in preference weight between the
query user and document, and PW is the total preference weight. The preference
weight of the query user is the same as before: pw(uq) = b ∗ PW .
3.3.3 Content-Aware Co-Occurence
We present our extensions of co-occurrence approaches with content data. Analo-
gous to our extension of FolkRank, our two content-aware approaches are to include
content words directly into the co-occurrence model (ContentCoOcc), or to include
content information indirectly via document similarity (SimCoOcc). Similarly to
the plain CoOcc recommender, the approaches are combinations of user-related and
document-related tags. The user-related recommendations do not incorporate con-
tent data and are given by User Tags (UT). The document-related recommendations
are constructed by content-based alternatives to DT.
ContentCoOcc
The document side of the plain CoOcc recommender, Document Tags (DT), can
only recommend tags for documents which have already been tagged in the historical
data. To be able to recommend tags for previously untagged documents, we propose
a content-based co-occurrence method, Word Tags, that can be used instead of DT.
The Word Tags (WT) approach is based on word-tag co-occurrence rather than
document-tag co-occurrence. From the binary co-occurrence matrix of documents
and tags D × T , we construct a co-occurrence matrix of document content words
and tags W ×T , where each entry is a decimal number representing the strength of
the relationship between word w and tag t, calculated by
weight(w, t) =
∑
dj∈Posts(w,t)
Tf-Idf(w, dj)
where Posts(w, t) is the set of posts tagged with t where the document dj contained
word w. To recommend tags for a query document dq, the set of candidate tags
consists of all tags related to at least one of the words in dq with a weight of
greater than zero. The score for each tag in the Word Tag (WT) recommender is
influenced by the Tf-Idf scores of the words in the query document and weight of
the relationship between these words and the tag. It is calculated by:
WT(dq, t) =
∑
wl∈dq
(Tf-Idf(wl, dq) ∗ weight(wl, t))
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In order to personalise the content-based recommendations to the user, we combine
the recommendation set generated by the Word Tags approach with User Tags.
Analogous to UT∪DT in Section 3.2.2, we take the union UT∪WT where the score
of each tag t is given by
UT∪WT(uq, dq, t) =


b ∗UT(uq, t) + (1− b) ∗WT(dq, t) if t ∈ UT(uq) ∧ t ∈WT(dq)
b ∗UT(uq, t) if t ∈ UT(uq) ∧ t 6∈WT(dq)
(1− b) ∗WT(dq, t) if t 6∈ UT(uq) ∧ t ∈WT(dq)
The final recommendation set of the ContentCoOcc recommender is that of UT∪WT,
filled with most popular tags (MP) for query posts where UT∪WT does not contain
the wanted number of tag recommmendations.
SimCoOcc
Our second content-aware co-occurrence approach includes tags co-occurring with
the query user (User Tags) and tags co-occurring with documents that are similar
in content to the query document. To construct the document-related recommenda-
tion set we propose the Similar Document Tags (SDT) approach which utilises the
document-tag co-occurrence as well as the content-based similarity between docu-
ments. Given a query document dq, we first construct the neighbourhood N(dq)
of training documents similar in content to dq. The score for each candidate tag t
related to documents in N(dq) is then calculated by
SDT(dq, t) =
∑
dj∈N(dq)
sim(dq, dj) ∗DT(dj , t)
where sim(dq, dj) is the similarity between dq and dj , and DT(dj , t) is the co-
occurrence score of document dj with tag t, given by the DT recommender. As
before, we personalise the content-based recommendation set to the user by taking
the union UT∪SDT, and then append tags from MP if needed to produce the final
recommendations of SimCoOcc.
3.4 Experimental Setup
3.4.1 Datasets
Our datasets consist of tagging data from the social bookmarking websites CiteU-
Like, Delicious and BibSonomy, and additionally downloaded content data for our
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content-aware recommenders. Official snapshots of CiteULike and BibSonomy are
available on their respective websites. For CiteULike we use the 2012-05-01 snap-
shot, and for BibSonomy we use a cleaned version of the 2012-07-01 snapshot that is
available upon request, where spam and imported posts were removed by the authors
of BibSonomy [Benz et al., 2010]. The BibSonomy social bookmarking website and
dataset is split into two separate sections: BibSonomy Bookmark which are website
bookmarks and BibSonomy BibTeX which are publication bookmarks. We treat
these two subsets of BibSonomy as separate datasets in our experiments. Delicious
does not provide snapshots of their data. Here we use a dataset that was obtained
in [Hotho et al., 2006a] through crawling the Delicious website in 2005, as described
in Section 2.6.1.
Additionally, we downloaded all of the available pages from the URLs in
the Delcious and BibSonomy Bookmark datasets, and all of the BibTeX entries for
CiteULike. For our content-aware recommenders the two content data sources we
evaluate are the title and fulltext for websites, and the title and abstract for publica-
tions. The Delicious crawl, and the BibSonomy Bookmark and BibSonomy BibTeX
datasets provide the titles of documents. For CiteULike we extracted the titles from
the downloaded BibTeX entries. The fulltext content for Delicious and BibSonomy
Bookmark is the page text of the bookmarked websites, which we extracted from the
downloaded pages. For CiteULike and BibSonomy BibTeX, where the bookmarked
documents are publications, we use the abstracts from the BibTeX entries as the
fulltext content.
3.4.2 Pre-Processing
We pre-processed all of the datasets by casting all tags to lower case, removing
duplicate tag assignments that might occur as a result of this, and removing posts
which have no tags. Additionally, for CiteULike there are some automatically gen-
erated tags which occur very frequently. In order to clean the dataset of these tags,
we removed all tag assignments where the tag equals “no-tag” or “bibtex-import”,
or matches the regular expressions “*file-import*” or “*import-*”.
3.4.3 Evaluation Metrics
We use recall@N , precision@N and F1@N as our success measures, where N is
the predefined number of tags to be recommended. Recall measures the ratio of
correct recommendations to the number of true tags of a test post, whereas precision
measures the ratio of correct to false recommendations made. Recall and precision
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are given by
recall =
TP
TP + FN
precision =
TP
TP + FP
where TP (true positives) is the number of correct tags recommended, FP (false
positives) is the number of wrong recommendations and FN (false negatives) is the
number of true tags which were not recommended. F1 is a combination of recall
and precision and is given by
F1 =
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall
Since we believe recall to be more important than precision in the context of tag
recommendation, as long as N is kept reasonably low (<=10), we use recall in the
evaluation phase to identify the best recommenders and configurations. We then
give recall as well as F1 for the final results.
3.4.4 Training and Test Sets for Unpruned Tagging Data
To construct training and test sets for the experiments on full unpruned tagging
data, we use the following date-split approach for each of the datasets. The test
set consist of all posts in the most recent two months of the data which provides
us with a large enough test set size. The resulting numbers of test posts are 76,491
for CiteULike, 1.7M for Delicious, 9,506 for BibSonomy Bookmark and 2,843 for
BibSonomy BibTeX. The training set is a sample of the data prior to the two test
months. We use a sample and not the complete historical data for our training
set since the FolkRank-type algorithms have a high computational complexity and
expense. Note that we only apply sampling for the training dataset, while in the
test set all posts made in the test time-frame are included.
The aim of our sampling methodology for the training set is to achieve a
small enough sample size for our models to generate recommendations within a
reasonable time while introducing as little bias into the models as possible. To
create the training sample we start by selecting the 12 months of data prior to the
test months. Social tagging datasets have been shown to be time-sensitive where
popular post topics as well as users’ interests change over time, and we believe that
posts which are older than a year from the test period provide less predictive data for
generating recommendations. We then take a stratified sample of documents, where
the stratification is based on the number of posts that the documents appears in.
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Finally, we retrieve all posts related to the sampled documents to create our training
posts sample. This approach ensures that our training sample contains documents
which are tagged frequently as well as documents which are tagged infrequently,
and reduces the bias towards documents which are only tagged once that would
exist if sampling the documents uniformly at random. The resulting sample has
the same distribution of documents over number of posts as the full dataset. We
employ this approach of first sampling documents and then retrieving the related
posts since the number of documents and the resulting size of the content data is the
limiting factor which impacts recommendation speed the most in our content-based
approaches. Moreover, documents don’t suffer from other issues that exist when
sampling users or tags and then retrieving all related posts. With users, the number
of posts per user varies much more than the number of posts per document, partly
due to some users using bulk imports and automatic post submission plug-ins which
make them much more frequent users of the system than others. With tags, there is
also much more variance in the number of posts per tag than with documents, where
the issue is that tags such as “toread”, which hold no collaborative value have, a
high number of related posts.
We aim to find a sample size which strikes a good balance between improving
the recommendation speed of the algorithm and reducing sample bias. We want to
select a sample size at which we achieve a low variation in prediction quality for
different samples of the same size, and at which the increase to a larger sample is not
justified by a significant improvement in prediction quality. To find an appropriate
sample size, we create 5 different training samples of the same size and evaluate
models built on them against the test set to find the amount of variation in prediction
results. We then increase the sample size to a larger value and repeat the same
process, until we are confident that the sample size gives a low variation in different
samples of the same size and the move to a larger sample does not provide a large
increase in results. We start at a sample size of 100,000 posts, and increase the
number of posts by 50,000 until we are satisfied with the resulting samples.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 give the results with standard FolkRank for each of the
examined training sample sizes on the Citelike and Delicious datasets respectively.
The left side shows the recall graph of each of the individual sample runs, where
runs of the same sample size are plotted in the same line style. The box plot on the
right gives the average recall@5 per sample size. The more we increase the sample
size, the less variation in results on samples of the same size, and the improvement
in average recall is also smaller. As an outcome of this process we have found that
a sample size of (roughly) 250,000 posts gives acceptable results. For BibSonomy
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Figure 3.3: Recall with FolkRank for Training Sample Sizes of CiteULike
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Figure 3.4: Recall with FolkRank for Training Sample Sizes of Delicious
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Figure 3.5: Theoretical Maximum Recall Achievable With Existing Tags
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Bookmark and BibSonomy BibTeX we do not sample the training data and use all
posts from the year previous to the test time-frame, as the number of posts in these
datasets is sufficiently small. The statistics of the final training and test sets used in
our experiments are given in Table 3.1. The sampling does have the effect that some
of the tags in the test set of CiteULike and Delicious will not be present in their
respective training sets, and thus cannot be recommended successfully by any of the
evaluated recommenders. In Figure 3.5 we show the theoretical maximum possible
recall that could be achieved on the test set of each dataset with recommending tags
that exist in the training set. The theoretical maximum is calculated by assuming
that only correct tags are recommended from the set of all tags that can be found in
the training data. The maximum possible recall for a test post when recommending
N tags is then given by max recall@N = LTP+FN , where L is the minimum of
N and the number of true tags for the test post which also exist in the training
data, and the denominator is the size of the complete true true tag set of the post.
Figure 3.5 shows the maximum recall for our training set sample as well as the full
training data. The extent of the problem of not including all training data tags
in the samples is not too great, and we do not believe that this will impact the
validity of our conclusions as all of the evaluated recommenders will suffer from
this problem to the same degree. In addition to the training-test split, we create a
separate evaluation split for each dataset that we use for comparison of individual
approaches and for parameter tuning. The evaluation test and training sets are
created from the datasets prior to the two months of real test data, in the same
fashion as described above.
Training Set (250k Sample)
Posts Tag Assignments Users Docs Tags
CiteULike 249,968 1,148,011 12,908 218,601 138,024
Delicious 253,890 566,173 30,848 109,201 56,338
BibS. Bookmark 42,325 179,599 982 40,679 24,830
BibS. BibTeX 17,560 66,529 1,264 16,360 17,307
Test Set
Posts Tag Assignments Users Docs Tags
CiteULike 76,491 301,779 4,930 69,161 52,576
Delicious 1,746,483 4,431,116 43,997 877,593 175,146
BibS. Bookmark 9,506 30,053 243 9,425 4,811
BibS. BibTeX 2,843 10,657 333 2,746 3,943
Table 3.1: Training and Test Set Sizes (No-Core)
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3.4.5 Training and Test Set for Post-Cores Level 2
We also evaluate our approaches on each of the datasets at post-core level 2. For
each dataset, we create the post-core by iteratively removing posts where the user,
document or one of the tags does not satisfy the condition that they appear in at
least two posts. We then use a leave-one-out per user split to create the training
and test sets by selecting the most recent post for each user and placing it in the
test set. For parameter tuning we create an additional evaluation split from the
resulting training data.
3.5 Evaluation and Results
In our evaluation we aim to first identify the best approach of including content,
and then measure the overall impact of including content into the recommendation
process. To answer the research questions below and find the best content inclusion
method, we run experiments on the evaluation set with default parameter values.
The default value of the dampening factor in our FolkRank approaches is d = 0.5,
and the balance in weight between the query user and query document is set to
b = 0.5 for all recommenders. We then tune d and b on the evaluation set, and
finally give results on the test set with tuned parameters.
• How should content be included: directly into the model at the word level or
indirectly at the document level?
• What is the most predictive source of content: document title or fulltext/
abstract?
• How much content should be included?
3.5.1 Baselines Without Content
Before including content, we first examine the prediction accuracy of the solely
folksonomy-based recommenders without content. Figure 3.6 shows the recall@N
achieved with the individual parts of our co-occurrence recommender and the final
CoOcc recommendation set. On all datasets User Tags (UT) performs reasonably
well, while Document Tags (DT) gives very low values of recall. Since most of the
query documents have not been previously tagged, DT cannot recommend any tags
in the majority of cases which leads to the low results. Considering the query user
as well as the document by combining User Tags and Document Tags (UT∪DT)
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Figure 3.6: Co-Occurrence Recommender Parts and Final Recommendation Set
gives better results than only considering the query user. An interesting observa-
tion is that Most Popular Tags (MP) gives relatively high results on the Delicious
dataset. We suspect that this is due to the biased crawling method used to obtain
the Delicious dataset as discussed in Section 2.6.1. The difference between CoOcc
and UT∪DT is that the recommendation set of CoOcc includes tags from MP for the
cases where UT∪DT could not recommend any or the wanted number of tags. While
on CiteULike and BibSonomy BibTex there is not much difference in results between
CoOcc and UT∪DT, filling the recommendation set with tags from MP provides a
significant improvement in results for Delicious and BibSonomy Bookmark.
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Figure 3.7: CoOcc vs FolkRank
When comparing the accuracy of the CoOcc recommender and plain Folk-
Rank (Figure 3.7) both give almost equivalent results on all datasets. This is surpris-
ing since our intuition was that the graph-based FolkRank should achieve a higher
prediction accuracy than the simpler CoOcc recommender. FolkRank has the abil-
ity to analyse the full folksonomy graph when generating recommendations, while
CoOcc only considers the immediate neighbourhood of the query user and query
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document which would correspond to one hop in the folksonomy graph. FolkRank
has much more information on which to base the recommendations than CoOcc,
however, they produce equivalent results. While the focus of this chapter is on the
inclusion of content data into the recommendation process, we analyse why this
might be the case in Chapter 4.
3.5.2 Direct vs. Indirect Content Inclusion
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Figure 3.8: ContentFolkRank vs. SimFolkRank
In Figure 3.8 we show the results of evaluating our two methods for includ-
ing content into FolkRank. On all datasets, the inclusion of content data gives
a significant improvement over plain FolkRank. Comparing the two approaches,
the indirect content inclusion method of adding similar documents to the prefer-
ence vector (SimFolkRank) gives better results than incorporating the document
content directly into the graph (ContentFolkRank). The biggest difference is on
the BibSonomy datasets, while for CiteULike the results are almost identical with
SimFolkRank performing slightly better. We assume that ContentFolkRank gives
worse results due to the word nodes in the graph being connected to many more
tags compared to the document nodes in the standard folksonomy graph used by
SimFolkRank. The same individual word can appear in a variety of documents
from different domains and thus be connected to many tags which are themselves
unrelated. To accurately capture the query document several words are required
in combination. The predictions generated by ContentFolkRank can be influenced
by the edge configuration of individual words, which might be most connected to
tags from a different domain than the query document whilst being connected to
appropriate tags with less edge weight. In SimFolkRank, the similarities to training
documents are calculated based on the whole representation of the query document,
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and in the graph each of the similar documents is likely to be connected to tags from
one or a few domains only. In the larger datasets of CiteULike and Delicious the
difference between the two approaches is smaller. ContentFolkRank comes close in
results to SimFolkRank, but does not outperform it. This suggest that with more
data the weighting methods used in ContentFolkRank, which are based on Tf-Idf
scores and include a co-occurrence element, can more accurately model the query
document as well as the edge weights of words in the graph. With sufficient data
the outcome of ContentFolkRank is thus very similar to SimFolkRank. However,
in addition to producing better results, SimFolkRank is also computationally less
expensive than ContentFolkRank since the ContentFolkRank graph is much larger
due to the many word nodes.
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Figure 3.9: Word Tags vs. Similar Document Tags
Our co-occurrence recommenders with content are ContentCoOcc and Sim-
CoOcc, where the difference between them is the content inclusion method used.
ContentCoOcc uses Word Tags (WT) and SimCoOcc uses Similar Document Tags
(SDT). Since the user-related part is the same in both recommenders, we can com-
pare WT and SDT directly to ensure that no other factors influence the recommen-
dations, and to ensure that our conclusions from the results of the content-aware
FolkRank recommenders are valid. The results in Figure 3.9 confirm that includ-
ing content via document similarity produces more accurate recommendations than
including content directly by using word-tag co-occurrence.
3.5.3 Content Sources
To compare the prediction accuracy of the two content sources, we evaluate SimFolk-
Rank and SDT using the title and the fulltext content of documents. For CiteULike
and BibSonomy BibTeX we treat the abstracts of the bookmarked publications as
the fulltext content. Figure 3.10 shows the results with SimFolkRank, and Figure
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Figure 3.10: Content Sources for SimFolkRank: Title vs. Abstract/Fulltext
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Figure 3.11: Content Sources for SDT: Title vs. Abstract/Fulltext
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3.11 shows the results of the SDT part of the SimCoOcc recommender (without
the influence of user-related tags). We compare the recall as well as the precision
achieved with the two content sources. The usefulness of the title has been shown in
[Lipczak and Milios, 2010b] with tag extraction, where words from the query docu-
ment’s title were selected and recommended as tags. The conclusion was that the
title is a precise but limited content source, producing high precision but low recall.
In our experiments we use the title to represent documents (in order to calculate
document similarity), instead of directly recommending the title words as tags. The
content-based tags recommended by our algorithms are thus not limited to tags that
explicitly appear as words in the query document’s title, but consist of tags that
are related to the content of the document. Comparing the title and the fulltext as
content sources in our approach, the title gives a higher precision as well as a higher
recall across all datasets. Our results indicate that the title provides a more accu-
rate representation of documents in the collection. Nevertheless, the fulltext data
could still hold some value if used in addition to the title. In the future it would
be interesting to investigate whether the two content sources can be successfully
combined and results can be increased over using the title only.
3.5.4 Content Amount
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Figure 3.12: Content Amount in SimFolkRank: Number of Similar Documents
To evaluate the impact of the amount of content that is included we show the
results of SimFolkRank (Figure 3.12) and SDT (Figure 3.13) with different numbers
of similar documents considered. The content source in these experiments is the
document title. The x-axis gives the number of most similar documents included and
the y-axis is recall when recommending five tags. The horizontal line in each graph
gives the recall@5 without including content. The results indicate that prediction
results improve the more content is added, where the biggest gain is achieved by
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Figure 3.13: Content Amount in SDT: Number of Similar Documents
the most similar documents. The shape of the plots and the fact that the results do
not decrease at higher numbers of similar documents also confirms that normalised
cosine similarity is an appropriate metric for measuring document similarity in our
scenario.
3.5.5 Parameter Tuning
In the following subsections we present the results of tuning the remaining pa-
rameters of our recommenders. The evaluation metric we use to identify the best
parameter settings is recall@5.
Dampening Factor in FolkRank and SimFolkRank
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Figure 3.14: Tuning of Dampening Factor d
The dampening factor in FolkRank and SimFolkRank determines the impor-
tance given to personalised and general node weights during the weight spreading
computation. With lower settings most of the importance is given to personalised
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weights while at higher settings of d the general node weights also have an impact.
In our parameter tuning runs (Figure 3.14), we have found a setting of d = 0.1 to
give the best results for all datasets. An in-depth analysis and discussion of the
impact of the dampening factor is presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.15: Tuning of Balance b Between Query User and Query Document
All of the examined recommenders have the parameter b which determines
the balance in importance given to tag scores from the user side and the document
side of the query. In co-occurrence approaches b is the combination weight between
the user-related and the document-related recommendation sets. In our FolkRank
approaches, b determines how the total preference weight is divided between query’s
user and document nodes. In the original FolkRank algorithm, b is not included
explicitly as a parameter and is always implicitly set to a value determined by the
training data. In original FolkRank b = |U ||U |+|D| , which corresponds to setting b equal
to the fraction of user-nodes in the graph. We have introduced b as a parameter in
FolkRank and SimFolkRank to set the balance in preference weight independently
of the number of user and document nodes in the training data graph.
In Figure 3.15 we present the results with different settings of b. Without
including content (FolkRank, CoOcc), changing the value of b does not have a
significant impact. Since most of the query documents in the test sets are new, the
recommendations generated without including content will be from the user side only
in the majority of cases. However, with content data (SimFolkRank, SimCoOcc) the
recommendations are generated from both the user side and the document content,
and we can clearly observe the impact of b. Surprisingly, the simple SimCoOcc
recommender produce better results than SimFolkRank across all settings of b. For
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the FolkRank approaches the results confirm that there is value in introducing the
parameter b to explicitly set the balance between user and document side instead
of using the strategy of the original FolkRank algorithm. Setting b = |U ||U |+|D| would
results in values lower than 0.1 for all of the datasets except Delicious where it
would be 0.2. For SimFolkRank the best results are achieved with setting b to 0.5
for CiteULike, 0.3 for Delicious, 0.5 for Bibsonomy BibTeX, and 0.6 for BibSonomy
Bookmark. The best settings for SimCoOcc are 0.4 for CiteULike, 0.3 for Delicious,
0.4 for Bibsonomy BibTeX and 0.6 for BibSonomy Bookmark.
3.5.6 Results on Test Set
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Figure 3.16: Recall on Test Set with Tuned Parameters
Here we present our final results with tuned parameters on the test set of each
of the datasets. The content source in the content-aware approaches is the document
title. For FolkRank approaches the dampening factor is set to d = 0.1. For all
approaches the balance b in preference weight is set per dataset to the best value
that was found in the parameter tuning runs. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the recall
and F1 respectively, on the test set for each of the datasets. Including content into
the recommendation process provides a significant increase in results. An interesting
result is that the simpler SimCoOcc recommender produces better results than the
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Figure 3.17: F1 on Test Set with Tuned Parameters
graph-based SimFolkRank across all datasets. SimFolkRank has more information
to base its predictions on since it includes the full folksonomy graph in its tag score
computation, and our intuition was that it should be able to leverage the complex
connections in the graph to produce more accurate recommendations. However,
this does not seem to be the case and the simpler SimCooc approach produces
better results while being computationally much less expensive. The results on
BibSonomy Bookmark without including content data (FolkRank, CoOcc) are due
to the fact that a large portion of the test posts in BibSonomy Bookmark contain
new users as well as new documents. For these test posts the algorithms which do
not include content data default to recommending the overall highly-ranked tags in
the graph without personalisation. FolkRank and CoOcc have different rankings for
the top three tags in the general/most popular recommendations which leads to the
difference in results when recommending up to three tags.
Post-Core 2
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show the recall and F1 of our approaches on each of the
datasets’ post-core at level 2. The parameters are tuned on the post-core 2 eval-
uation set and the results shown here are with optimal parameter settings. For
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Figure 3.18: Post-Core 2 Recall on Test Set with Tuned Parameters
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Figure 3.19: Post-Core 2 F1 on Test Set with Tuned Parameters
post-core 2 datasets, there seems to be no clear benefit in including content data.
While on Bibsonomy BibTex and Bibsonomy Bookmark results are increased by
including content, for Delicious both of the content-aware recommenders produce
worse results. Since (almost) all of the documents in the test set for post-core 2 also
exist in the training data, they all have previously assigned tags available which can
be recommended. There seems to be no need to additionally include similar docu-
ments in the preference vector as well since the exact query document exists in the
training data. Adding the content in this case does not provide a clear improvement
and has a negative effect in some cases. This is an interesting result and suggests
that the best strategy for the future might be to only include the content if the
query document does not exist in the training data, for post-core 2 as well as un-
pruned datasets. On post-core 2 the co-occurrence recommenders perform slightly
better than FolkRank approaches, with FolkRank giving equivalent but not better
prediction accuracy in some cases.
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3.6 Conclusion
We have shown that including content in the recommendation process of folksonomy-
based approaches addresses the new item problem and significantly increases results
on full tagging datasets. For datasets at post-core level 2, which do not exhibit
the new item problem, there seems to be no benefit in including content as the
exact query document already has tags assigned to it which can be recommended
from the training data. The best content source and document representation in
our experiments was the title of documents which gave better results than util-
ising the fulltext content. Furthermore, we have observed that including content
indirectly by using a content-based document similarity measure produced better
results than breaking up documents into their individual words and trying to exploit
individual word-tag co-occurrence. Another interesting observation is that the more
complex graph-based recommenders FolkRank and SimFolkRank do not provide a
benefit over the simpler co-occurrence approaches CoOcc and SimCoOcc which are
computationally much less expensive. CoOcc and FolkRank give nearly equivalent
results while SimCoOcc actually produces more accurate tag predictions than Sim-
FolkRank. This is a surprising result which suggests that there might be issues in
the FolkRank approaches which hinder their ability to leverage the full folksonomy
graph as an information source. We suspect the issues could be due to the under-
lying graph model used or due to the weight spreading algorithm of FolkRank. We
explore these two topics in the next chapter. In summary, the conclusions of this
chapter are the following.
• Including content into the recommendation process addresses the new docu-
ment problem and significantly increases results on full/unpruned datasets.
• The title of documents is a better content source than the full-text.
• Including content at the document level produces a more accurate recom-
mender than including content at the word level.
• The graph-based FolkRank algorithm does not provide a benefit over simpler
co-occurrence recommenders.
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Chapter 4
Graph-Based Ranking
In this chapter we present an in-depth analysis of the inner workings of FolkRank,
highlight issues which might reduce tag recommendation accuracy, and propose
novel adaptations to overcome these. As we have shown in the last chapter, Folk-
Rank did not produce a higher prediction accuracy than the simple CoOcc recom-
mender despite being able to consider the full folksonomy graph and thus utilise a
much larger information scope when generating predictions. In the following sec-
tions we aim to investigate why this was the case and propose methods to potentially
improve FolkRank’s predictions accuracy. The first part of our analysis concerns it-
self with the folksonomy graph used in FolkRank to model the tagging data. We
highlight information that is lost and implicit assumptions that are made by the
model and propose a novel graph structure which captures the tagging data more
accurately. In the second part we conduct a detailed analysis of FolkRank’s iterative
weight spreading algorithm and identify issues that exist therein. To address these
issues we present a novel weight spreading approach which we call PathRank. Even
though using PathRank does not significantly improve the prediction accuracy in
our experiments, it allows for a more comprehensive analysis of weight spreading in
social tagging data and is also computationally much less expensive than FolkRank.
Finally, we provide an extensive theoretical discussion as well as practical evaluation
of the value of exploring the deep folksonomy graph. We evaluate whether the po-
tential benefit of considering the information contained in deeper levels of the graph
is worth the added computational expense and present important insights regarding
the applicability of deep graph-based methods to social tagging data in general. In
summary, our main contributions are:
• An improved graph data model which more accurately captures the tagging
data.
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• An alternative weight spreading algorithm for social tagging data which is
more traceable and less expensive than FolkRank’s iterative approach.
• An in-depth theoretical discussion as well as practical evaluation of the value
of exploring the deeper folksonomy graph for tag recommendation, and of
the applicability of graph-based methods to the domain of social tagging in
general.
4.1 Graph Models and Edge Weights
The first issue we examine is the graph structure of the folksonomy model and the
problem of setting the edge weights. As described before, a folksonomy is a tuple
(U,D, T,A) where U is the set of users, D is the set of documents, T is the set of
tags and A ⊆ U ×D× T is the set of tag assignments. A tag assignment a ∈ A is a
triplet (u, d, t) and indicates that user u has assigned tag t to document d. A post
in the tagging data consists of a set of tags assigned by a user to a document. Posts
themselves are only captured implicitly in the folksonomy model. The set of posts
can be described as P ⊆ U ×D × 2T where 2T is the power set of T and each post
p ∈ P is a triplet (u, d, S) consisting of a user u ∈ U , a document d ∈ D, and a set
of tags S ∈ 2T . Due to the fact that a post can contain a variable number of tags
and since the post-membership information of tag nodes is not included explicitly in
the folksonomy model, the user and document nodes in the graph can be connected
to a variable number of tag nodes. The variable number of tags per post affects
the outcome of weight spreading since in each spreading action the weight that is
passed to each connected node depends on the total number and weight of edges
of the active node. The difficulty is then setting the edge weights in the graph,
where each alternative method of doing so makes different assumptions. In the
following paragraphs we explore alternative graph construction methods and the
implicit assumptions they make. We later evaluate each of these methods in Section
4.3. An assumption which holds in all alternatives is that the co-occurrence of users
and tags, as well as documents and tags, should influence edge weights. The weight
of a user-tag edge should be higher if the user has used the tag multiple times to
tag multiple documents. Similarly, if the same tag has been assigned to a document
multiple times, so by multiple different users, the document-tag edge should be given
a higher weight. In contrast, for user-document relationships the tagging data only
provides one distinct co-occurrence since a user can only tag each document once
(with a set of tags).
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4.1.1 Folksonomy Graph
Figure 4.1: Folksonomy Graph
Based on the folksonomy model, FolkRank creates an undirected tri-partite
graph G = (V,E) where users, documents and tags are represented as nodes v ∈
V , and all co-occurrences of users and documents, users and tags, and documents
and tags are edges e ∈ E between the corresponding nodes. The weight of the
edge between two nodes depends on the number of their co-occurrences, given as
the number of tag assignments that both nodes appear in. The folksonomy graph
structure and edge weighting methodology used in original FolkRank is given in
Figure 4.1. User u1 has tagged document d1 with tags t1, t2 and t3, and has tagged
document d2 with just t3. In the folksonomy graph, the weight between user and
document nodes is set according to the number of tag assignments, and thus the
number of tags in the post. Thus the weight of the edge u1-d1 is equal to three
while the weight of edge u1-d2 is equal to one. This means that within the context
of a post, all types of nodes (user, document, and all tags together) get the same
amount of total weight. In the context of post (u1, d1, [t1, t2, t3]) only, ignoring the
influence of post (u1, d2, [t3]), the weight of the edge u1-d1 is the same as the sum
of edge weights u1-t1, u1-t2 and u1-t3, which is 3. However, another consequence of
this graph construction method is that, if we spread weight from u1, then d1 would
get a higher weight than d2, and subsequently, the tags connected to d1, in this case
t4, would get a higher weight than the tags connected to d2, namely t5. The implicit
assumption made by this model is that documents to which a user has assigned
many tags are more representative of the user’s interest. Another assumption is
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made with regard to the number of tags in a post. If we had a query post (u1, d3, ∅),
the fraction of weight spread from u1 to t3, which is the user’s most used tag, would
be 2/8 (times the dampening factor). However, the query document d3 would spread
1/2 of its weight to t4. Assuming both the query user and query document have
the same preference weight, t4 would thus be ranked higher than t3 even though t3
has been used by the user multiple times and t4 has only been assigned to d3 once.
The assumption which leads to this outcome is that if a post has multiple tags then
each of the tags is proportionally less important to the user and document of the
post. While these assumptions are not wrong as such, they are implicitly made
by the graph model and influence the outcome of weight spreading. We believe
it is important to investigate and highlight the impact of making these implicit
assumptions on the outcome of weight spreading, and thus prediction accuracy of
the recommenders. The described assumptions made due to the graph model when
spreading weight in the folksonomy graph can be summarised as follows.
• Within the context of a post, all types of nodes (user, document, tag) have
the same amount of relevance summed by node type.
• The weight of the user-document relationship depends on the number of tags
in the respective post. The more tags a user has assigned to the document,
the stronger the user-document connection.
• Each tag in a post is proportionally less important to the user and document
if the post contains multiple tags.
4.1.2 Folksonomy Adapted Graph
We propose an alternative edge weighting method for the folksonomy graph, illus-
trated in Figure 4.2, which we refer to in our experiments as the Adapted Graph
(AG). The difference to the original folksonomy methodology is that we always keep
user-document edges at a weight of 1 regardless of the number of tags in the post.
However, this also means that in our example of spreading weight from user u1, the
sum of the weights spread to tag nodes t1, t2 and t3 would be higher than the sum
of the weights spread to document nodes d1 and d2. By spreading weight in the
Adapted Graph, the following assumptions are made.
• Within the context of a post, all tag nodes together are more important than
user or document nodes.
• The weight of the user-document relationship is independent of the number of
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tags in the respective post. All edges connecting users to documents have the
same weight.
• Each tag in a post is proportionally less important to the user and document
if the post contains multiple tags.
Figure 4.2: Folksonomy Adapted Graph
4.1.3 Post Graph
Since both aforementioned graph construction methods do not explicitly include the
post-membership information of nodes, we believe that they produce an inaccurate
model of the social tagging data, and propose a structurally different graph model
which we call Post Graph (PG). The Post Graph model includes an additional type
of node representing posts themselves into the graph. Figure 4.3 shows the Post
Graph for the same data as the previous folksonomy graph and Adapted Graph
models. The user, document and tag nodes are only connected to post nodes instead
of being directly connected to each other. Furthermore, we set the weight of post-
tag edges so that the edge weights to all tags of a single post sum to one. The
sum of edge weights for each post is thus equal to three, where the post-user edge
has a weight of one, the post-document edge has a weight of one, and all of the
post-tag edges together also have a total weight of one. This makes the strength of
the user-document relationships independent of the number of tags in the post, as
well as ensuring that the same amount of total weight is spread to all types of nodes
in the context of a post. To address the assumption that having multiple tags in a
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Figure 4.3: Post Graph
post implies less importance for each of them we evaluate an alternative method of
retrieving tag scores from the graph. Instead of directly retrieving tag scores as the
weight of tag nodes, we retrieve the weight of post nodes instead, and in a second
step calculate the tag scores by summing up for each tag the weight of the post
nodes that the tag is related to (ignoring the total number of tags in each post).
For example in Figure 4.3, the final score for tag t1 would be equal to the weight of
the post node p1. The number of other tags that are also connected to p1 (in this
case t2 and t3) would not have an impact on the score of t1. For t3 the final score
would be calculated as the sum of the weights of p1 and p2 since t3 is connected to
both of these post nodes.
• Within the context of a post, all types of nodes (user, document, tag) have
the same amount of relevance summed by node type.
• The weight of the user-document relationship is independent of the number
of tags in the respective post. All relationships between user and document
nodes (via post nodes) are of equal strength.
• By retrieving each tag’s score as the sum of weights of post nodes it is con-
nected to, the importance of each tag is independent of the total number of
tags in its post.
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Additionally, if we compare the Post Graph model to the hypergraph model
[Symeonidis et al., 2008], the Post Graph captures all of the information contained
in the hypergraph without information loss or aggregation. Since all of the user,
document and tag nodes are only connected to post nodes and not directly to each
other, a relationship between for example a user u1 and a tag t1 is always com-
plemented by the corresponding document d1 (via post p1). User u1 cannot be
directly connected to tag t1 as is the case in the folksonomy graph and Adapted
Graph models, and thus no aggregation of information is done when constructing
the Post Graph from the tagging data. Furthermore, the Post Graph captures even
more information than the hypergraph, by explicitly including post nodes. The Post
Graph model captures not only the three-dimensional relationship (or tag assign-
ment) between a user u1, document d1 and tag t1, but also the fact that two other
tag assignments (u1, d1, t2) and (u1, d1, t3) are part of the same post p1.
4.2 Weight Spreading and Value of Deep Graph
FolkRank’s iterative weight spreading algorithm has two potential advantages over
approaches which only utilise the immediate neighbourhood of the query nodes, such
as simple co-occurrence methods. Firstly, the general importance of tags is taken
into account when generating recommendations. All nodes are initialised with ran-
dom starting weights, and the weights are then redistributed among nodes during
the iterative weight spreading calculation. The general importance scores of tags
can also be described as authority-based popularity, due to the characteristic that
important user or document nodes will provide more weight to their connected tags.
Secondly, the weight spreading algorithm considers the information contained in
the deep graph. In Figure 4.4 we illustrate how FolkRank utilises the deeper graph
beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the query user and document. User u1 and
document d3 make up the query post, the immediate neighbourhood of the query
nodes is shown in solid lines, the deeper graph is shown in dashed lines, and the
weights of all edges which are not explicitly labelled are set to 1. In approaches
considering only the immediate neighbourhood of u1 and d3, the candidate tag set
for this query post would consist of tags t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, and t6. A co-occurrence ap-
proach, such as our combination of user-related and document-related tags (CoOcc),
would rank t1 as the best recommendation as it is related to both u1 and d3, fol-
lowed by t2 as the second best since it has a relatively strong relationship with u1.
However, when trying to rank t5 and t6, both of these tags would have the same
prediction score and the algorithm would not have sufficient information to decide
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Figure 4.4: FolkRank Utilisation of Deep Graph
which of them should precede the other in the ranking. In the final tag predictions,
the ordering of t5 and t6 would be random. By utilising the deeper graph, Folk-
Rank’s iterative weight spreading algorithm has the ability to provide a definitive
ranking of t5 and t6 by trying to deduce which of them is more important to the
query nodes. It would spread weight along the path u1 → d2 → u4 → t6 and thus t6
would be ranked higher than t5. The other method that FolkRank has for breaking
ties and re-ranking tags which would otherwise have equal prediction scores are the
general importance weights. Additionally, FolkRank also spreads weight to tag t7
found in the deeper graph and includes it in the candidate set, whereas t7 would
be omitted by approaches which only recommend tags co-occurring with the query
user or document.
It seems intuitive from the graph structure and from literature applying
graph-based approaches to non-folksonomy data that t7 should receive some weight
and be included in the candidate tag set, and that t6 is more related to the query
and thus should be ranked higher than t5. However, the value of following this
computationally expensive strategy and considering the connections of the deep
folksonomy graph has not yet been directly evaluated. As there are other factors
that impact the weight spreading calculation of FolkRank, which we explore in the
following paragraphs, it has not yet been established that considering the deep graph
provides an increase to tag recommendation accuracy. As part of the theoretical
discussion, the opposite argument to FolkRank’s assumption about the predictive
indications of the deep graph could also be made. Considering the query user u1,
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if we make the somewhat weak assumption that u1 is aware of the existence of tag
t7, then it would not make sense to spread weight to t7. In the graph in Figure
4.4, user u1 has tagged d2 with the tags t2, t3 and t4. A different user u4 has
also tagged the same document d2 with tag t7. If we assume that u1 has, in his
view, completely described d2 with t2, t3 and t4, this would suggest that t7 was
not required by the query user u1 to describe d2. One could thus argue that this
was a conscious decision and t7 might not be considered to be a good descriptor
by u1 in general. The weak points of this argument are the generalisation and the
assumption of completeness. Rather than dismissing tag t7 completely, u1 might
also think that t7 is not appropriate for the documents he has tagged so far but
generally a useful descriptor. More importantly, user u1 might not be aware of
tag t7 at all. However, starting from the query document d3, a similar and more
convincing argument can be made with regard to t7. Document d3 has been tagged
with t5 and t6 by user u3, who has also tagged a different document d4 with t7. In
this case the argument against assigning a higher weight to t7 as a candidate tag
for d3 is much stronger. Since user u3 has used t7 for a different document (d4),
we can take this as an indication that he is aware of the tag’s existence, and has
explicitly not assigned t7 to d3. He is using the different tag sets of {t5, t6} and {t7}
to distinguish between documents d3 and d4. If any deduction is made about the
relevance of t7 to d3, it should be that the graph indicates a negative relationship
and the weight of t7 with regard to d3 should be reduced rather than increased.
While this hypothesis is plausible, it still comes with some limitations which would
be interesting to explore in the future. It assumes that the user has a complete
recollection of all tags he has used in the past, and that he has decided to assign all
of the tags from his tag vocabulary that would be appropriate. These assumptions
might not hold in some cases. Since time is not captured and considered in the graph
model, we cannot be sure that the user made a conscious decision against the use of
a tag in cases where the tag has not been used by the user for some time. Instead
of considering the tag as a candidate and dismissing it, it could be the case that
the user has discontinued using the tag altogether out of personal preference or has
just forgotten about it. In the future it would be worthwhile to explore a weighting
method for the extracted negative relationships that takes time into account. A
stronger negative relationship could then be calculated for tags which have been
recently used by a user for other documents (but not the document in question),
and a weaker or no negative relationship could be assigned to tags which have not
been used in a long time.
The counter-argument to utilising even longer paths, which leads to Folk-
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Rank’s ranking of t6 above t5, is the highly personal tagging behaviour of users
in (broad) folksonomies. FolkRank uses the path u1 → d2 → u4 → t6 to deduce
that t6 is more relevant than t5 to the query consisting of user u1 and document
d3. However, this deduction is based on the fact that t6 was used by a different
user u4 for a different document d5, and the only link to the query is given by u4
having tagged d2 which has also been tagged by the query user u1. The shared
document d2 is taken as an indication that u1 and u4 have similar interests and that
u1 should give some authority to all of the other opinions/tag assignments made by
u4. In [Wetzker et al., 2010], Wetzker et al. argue that tag assignments cannot be
transferred as easily across users and provide evidence for the highly personalised
tagging behaviour of users in broad folksonomies. They show that users who have
tagged the same documents rarely assigned the same tags to these documents. Even
though the users’ areas of interest are similar due to the shared documents, only
a small overlap can be observed in their tag vocabulary which indicates that the
users’ views of the documents are highly personal.
4.2.1 Analysis of Iterative Weight Spreading in Folksonomies
In the following paragraphs we analyse the iterative weight spreading method of
FolkRank in detail and address issues which we believe to hinder or cascade its ability
to effectively utilise the information contained in the deeper graph. An important
preliminary observation about FolkRank is that the impact of each preference node
on the final weights in the graph is independent of the influence of other preference
nodes. Having multiple nodes with preference weight > 0 in the preference vector
of FolkRank is virtually equivalent to performing the weight spreading computation
for each of the preference nodes separately, and then doing a linear combination of
the resulting weight vectors to give the final ranking. As long as the end condition of
the weight-spreading iterations is set sufficiently small, the only nodes which could
end up with a different weight are the ones at the very bottom of the ranking.
This method can be used to speed up the prediction time of FolkRank in a live
tag recommendation scenario. For each user in the system, the tag scores can be
pre-calculated oﬄine and stored. The same can be done for each document. During
the online tag recommendation phase, the pre-calculated tag scores for the query
user and query document would then be retrieved and a weighted average of the
scores would be taken per tag in order to quickly create tag recommendations.
For the following discussion we assume that this method of performing a separate
weight spreading computation for each of the preference nodes is used, so that each
individual weight spreading run will have only one node in the preference vector.
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Figure 4.5: FolkRank Swash-Back Problem
Swash-Back Problem
A problem of FolkRank as discussed in [Ja¨schke et al., 2007] is “swash-back” of
weights. Since the graph is undirected, weight is spread from a node n1 to a con-
nected node n2 in one iteration and then spread back from n2 to n1 in the next
iteration. This means that the weight of n1, the node from which the weight-
spreading originates, is adjusted in the second iteration based on the (number of
and weight of) edges of n2, which does not seem intuitive and is not desirable. We
illustrate the consequences of this in Figure 4.5. User u1 has tagged documents d1
and d2 with tags t1 and t2 respectively. Tag t1 is also used by a very active user u2
who is connected to a large number of other nodes, where t2 is also used by user u3
who has only one tag assignment. If we want to recommend tags for u1 and activate
that node in the graph, t1 and t2 would get the same weight in the first iteration. In
the second iteration t1 spreads weight to u2, and t2 spreads weight to u3 (as well as
all of their other connected nodes), where the weight received by u2 and u3 is equal.
The third iteration is when the swash-back with regard to t1 and t2 occurs, denoted
by the empty arrows. Tag t2 gets half of the weight of u3 (times the dampening
factor) back since u3 is connected to two nodes. However, u2 is connected to many
other nodes, and so the weight spread back from u2 to t1 would be much less than
the weight spread back from u3 to t2. In the final tag predictions for user u1, tag t2
would have a higher score than t1 due to the behaviour of users u2 and u3. This is
contrary to our intuition that the weights should be equal up to this point since the
query user u1 has used both tags with equal frequency in the past. In the final rank-
ing, when the node weights of the query user are combined with the node weights
produced by the query document, the weights of t1 and t2 are expected to change to
reflect the influence of the deeper graph. However, in this weight spreading opera-
tion for the query user only, the only source of preference weight is u1. The change
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in weights due to swash-back might outweigh the later influence of other preference
nodes and prevent FolkRank from utilising the information contained in the deeper
graph.
Figure 4.6: FolkRank Triangle Spreading Problem
Triangle-Spreading Problem
Another issue, which we refer to as triangle-spreading of weights, is illustrated in
Figure 4.6. User u1 has tagged document d1 and d2 with tags t1 and t2 respectively.
Document d1 is a popular document tagged by many other users, whereas d2 has only
been tagged by u1. If we activate u1 in order to recommend tags for this user, tags
t1 and t2 would get the same weight in the first iteration. In the second iteration,
d2 would spread half of its weight to t2 (times the dampening factor), however, d1
would spread less of its weight to t1 since d1 is also connected to several other nodes.
This would mean that in the tag weights for query user u1, tag t2 would get a higher
weight than t1 even though the user has used both tags with equal frequency. A
similar problem would arise with regard to the weight of documents d1 and d2 if one
of the tags was very popular. Due to graph being undirected and the folksonomy
consisting of triplet relationships (user, document, tag), if two nodes n1 and n2 are
connected, there is always at least one indirect path from n1 to n2 via a third node
n3. The weight spread from n1 to n2 over the indirect path via n3 is influenced by
the (number of and weight of) edges of n3. This is undesirable since the weight of
the direct edge from n1 to n2 already completely describes the relationship between
n1 and n2. Moreover, the influence of the triangle-spreading is likely to cascade the
effect of the deeper graph on final tag weights, since the indirect path along which
the undesired spread happens has a length of only two hops.
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4.2.2 PathRank
In order to address the swash-back and triangle spreading problems we present our
adapted weight-spreading approach for undirected folksonomy graphs, which we call
PathRank. Rather than doing iterative weight spreading, PathRank assigns a score
to each node in the graph based on the shortest path(s) from the preference nodes.
Node weights are first computed independently for each preference node and then
a weighted average of the resulting weights is taken for each node in the graph to
produce the final node weights, taking into account all preference nodes. The weight
spreading computation works in a similar manner to a breadth-first search, where
edges which were already explored in previous iterations are not re-visited. Path-
Rank is akin to spreading activation which is usually applied to directed graphs,
and where nodes spread their weight only once. However, PathRank is used on the
un-directed folksonomy graph and gives the edges a personalised direction starting
from the query nodes, where the edge direction can be different for each query. Path-
Rank can thus be described as activation-directed weight spreading. In contrast to
the original iterative weight spreading approach of FolkRank, PathRank only uses
personalised weights, originating from each of the preference nodes, and there are
no general importance weights in the graph. Because of the separate calculation
per preference node and the absence of general importance weights, each individual
weight-spreading calculation has only one node, the preference node, from which
all of the weight in the graph originates. The swash-back and triangle spreading
of weights can then be prevented by adapting the iterative weight spreading algo-
rithm with a simple rule: If the weight of a node has been updated in a previous
iteration (i.e. is not equal to zero), then do not re-calculate the node’s weight. This
methodology is illustrated in Figure 4.7 which depicts the PathRank weight spread-
ing algorithm for one preference node. User u1 is the query user and so the node
representing u1 in the graph is set as the preference node from which all of the
weight originates. At the start, before the weight spreading begins, all of the edges
in the graph are undirected. In the first iteration of weight spreading, u1 spreads
weight to all nodes which are directly connected to it. These make up the 1-hop
neighbourhood of u1, labelled as h1. In the next iteration, the nodes in the 1-hop
neighbourhood spread weight, however, they only spread to nodes which have not
been encountered yet. For example, document d1 spreads weight to u2, t4 and t5.
However, d1 does not spread back to u1, preventing swash-back, and also does not
spread to t1, t2 or t3, which prevents triangle spreading of weights. All of the nodes
reached in the second iteration make up the 2-hop neighbourhood (h2) for u1, mean-
ing that the shortest path(s) from u1 to any of the nodes in h2 consist of 2 hops.
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The weigh-spreading is then continued in this manner, always exploring one hop
further into the graph from the preference node.
Figure 4.7: PathRank Weight Spreading
The PathRank weight spreading algorithm is in effect not an iterative update
calculation like in PageRank/FolkRank, but rather assigns a weight to each node ni
based on the edges of the shortest path(s) from the each of the preference nodes np to
ni. The parameter pl specifies the maximum path length from the preference nodes
to be explored by PathRank. The end condition of PathRank weight spreading is
that either the maximum path length pl has been reached, or that all nodes in the
graph have been explored and assigned a weight greater than zero. If we set pl to five
for example then all tag nodes which are five or less hops away from the preference
nodes will receive some weight and will be considered as candidates, whereas tags
which are further than five hops away will not be included.
The benefits of PathRank are that the problems of swash-back and triangle-
spreading of weights are removed, which allows the algorithm to fully utilise the
information contained in the deeper graph. Since there are no general importance
weights, these also cannot interfere with and cascade the influence of the weight
spread through the deeper graph. Intuitively we would assume that weights spread
from preference nodes through the deeper graph would result in a better re-ranking
of the tag nodes in comparison to using general importance weights, since the general
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importance of nodes is not personalised and constant across all query posts. Setting
different values for the maximum path length pl to be explored allows for a direct
evaluation of the value of including the deeper graph in the recommendation process.
In our evaluation in Section 4.3.2 we address the question of how much value there
is in exploring each step deeper into the graph when calculating tag predictions.
Regarding runtime, as long as we only have one preference node, the complex-
ity of weight spreading is greatly reduced in PathRank compared to FolkRank, since
once a node’s score is set it does not need to be re-calculated in every subsequent it-
eration. If we take the same graph, let i denote the total number of iterations and n
denote the number of edges in the graph, FolkRank’s iterative weight spreading has
a complexity of O(2n · i). In each iteration, weight is spread in both directions along
each edge, partly because the nodes are initialised with random starting weights.
PathRank has a worst-case complexity of O(n) if the weight spreading is performed
until all nodes in the graph are explored. Weight is only spread once along each
edge in one direction. However, in the case that there are several preference nodes,
PathRank needs a separate weight-spreading calculation for each of them, meaning
the complexity would be O(n ·p) where p is the number of nodes with weight > 0 in
the preference vector, whereas the runtime of FolkRanks’s iterative algorithm would
not change. For the expensive FolkRank algorithm to be applicable in practice, the
individual tag scores per user and per document have to be pre-calculated oﬄine,
and then combined in the online recommendation phase to quickly generate predic-
tions. In this scenario, where each of the pre-calculation runs has only one node in
the preference vector, PathRank is guaranteed to outperform FolkRank regarding
runtime. Moreover, by limiting the maximum path length via the parameter pl, the
runtime can be further reduced. As we show in the evaluation, pl can be set to
almost minimal values without a decrease in prediction accuracy.
4.3 Evaluation and Results
We evaluate our adapted graph models and weight spreading methods with and
without the inclusion of content data. The content source in all of the content-aware
approaches is the document title and the content inclusion method is to include
similar documents in the preference vector. Analogous to SimFolkRank we apply
this method of including content to the PathRank algorithm to give the content-
aware SimPathRank. In our evaluation we compare the proposed graph models and
weight spreading methods in order to answer the research questions given below.
We first run experiments on the evaluation set with default parameter settings for
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the dampening factor in FolkRank approaches (d = 0.5), path length in PathRank
approaches (pl = 10), and balance between query user and query document in all
approaches (b = 0.5). We then evaluate the impact of each of these parameters in
detail, and finally give results on the real test set with optimal parameter settings.
The datasets used are the same as in the last chapter, described in Section 3.4.
Graph Models
– Which of the examined graph models provides the most accurate repre-
sentation of the tagging data?
Weight Spreading Methods
– Is iterative weight spreading worth the computational expense?
– Do general importance weights provide a benefit?
– Does exploring the deeper folksonomy graph provide an improvement to
tag predictions?
4.3.1 Graph Models
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Figure 4.8: Post Graph Scores Retrieval Method
Before comparing the graph construction methods we first evaluate the two
alternative scores retrieval methods of the Post Graph model described in Section
4.1.3. The approach of retrieving post node weights from the graph and then cal-
culating the tag scores based on these gives slightly better results than retrieving
the tag node weights directly from the graph, although it does not seem to make
a significant difference. Since it also makes sense that the number of tags in each
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post should not influence the scores of the tags they contain, we use the strategy
of calculating tag scores from post nodes for all approaches using the Post Graph
model in the subsequent experiments.
Post Graph vs. Folksonomy Graph Models
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Figure 4.9: Post Graph vs. Folksonomy Graph Models
As shown in Figure 4.9, without content data there is no real difference in
results with the different models, and the folksonomy graph (FolkRank), Adapted
Graph (FolkRank AG) and Post Graph (FolkRank PG) give almost identical results.
However, when including content data, the Post Graph model performs consistently
better than the folksonomy graph, indicated by SimFolkRank PG performing better
than SimFolkRank across all datasets. We believe the improved results to be due
to the more accurate data representation of the Post Graph model, as discussed in
Section 4.1. With more nodes in the preference vector, the implicit assumptions of
the folksonomy model have a relatively greater impact on tag predictions scores and
the Post Graph proves to be the more robust model.
4.3.2 Weight Spreading Methods
Iterative vs. PathRank Weight Spreading
We compare the iterative spreading algorithm of FolkRank to our PathRank weight
spreading approach on the folksonomy graph (Figure 4.10) and the Post Graph
model (Figure 4.11). The two weight spreading methods produce very similar re-
sults on both models across all datasets. However, PathRank is a much quicker
weight spreading algorithm. It does not adjust the weight of each node in sev-
eral iterations to find the optimal distribution of weights reflecting the overall edge
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Figure 4.10: Iterative vs. PathRank Weight Spreading on Folksonomy Graph
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Figure 4.11: Iterative vs. PathRank Weight Spreading on Post Graph
connections in the graph. In other words, it does not consider the general (non-
personal) importance weight of nodes which is implied by the graph structure itself.
This suggests that the impact of the general importance (or authority) of nodes in
the graph does not provide a significant benefit to the tag predictions, and the ex-
pensive iterative spreading of the non-personalised weights can be omitted to speed
up the recommendation process. Our evaluation of the dampening factor in the
next subsection further confirms this conclusion as the best results with FolkRank’s
iterative weight spreading are achieved at the lowest setting for d, which translates
to giving the least relevance to general importance weights.
Value of General Importance Weights
To examine the value of including the general node weights in the recommendation
process, we evaluate different settings for the dampening factor d and give our results
in Figure 4.12. Without the inclusion of content data there is not much impact on
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Figure 4.12: Effect of Dampening Factor d on Recall@5
the results for the examined values of d. This is because without content the whole
preference weight is given to a maximum of two preference nodes, the query user
and document, which means that there is a huge difference in weight between the
preference nodes and any one of the other nodes in the graph. Non-preference nodes,
and thus general importance weights, don’t have a chance to impact the predictions
except for extreme values of d such as 0.9, at which setting we observe a very slight
decrease in results. With content data the preference weight is distributed among
a maximum of 101 preference nodes, which include the query user and potentially
100 training documents similar to the query document. Here the impact of the
general non-personalised weights can be observed at lower values of d. In all cases,
the best results are achieved with setting d to the lowest examined value of 0.1.
This indicates that the general weights in the graph do not provide a benefit to
the accuracy of tag predictions, and in fact have a negative impact when given
too much relevance. We conclude that to maximise the tag prediction accuracy, d
should be set to the lowest value, in effect ignoring the general/non-personalised
weights of nodes in the graph. With the lowest examined setting of d = 0.1, the
general weights can still act as tie-breakers for tags in the candidate set which have
otherwise equal personalised weights. However, our results in the comparison with
PathRank weight spreading, which does not utilise general weights, suggest that
there is no significant improvement over randomly ranking tags which have equal
weights. This comparison is made in the previous subsection and in the evaluation
on the real test set with tuned parameters in Section 4.3.4.
Predictive Value of Deep Graph
The parameter of maximum path length pl in our PathRank weight spreading ap-
proach is especially interesting since it allows us to examine the value of exploring
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Figure 4.13: PathRank: Effect of Different Settings of Maximum Path Length pl
the graph beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the query user and nodes related
to the query document. We show the outcome of setting different values of pl in Fig-
ure 4.13 on the folksonomy graph and Post Graph models. The x-axis gives the value
of pl and the y-axis is recall@5. With the lowest setting of pl only the immediate
neighbourhood is explored, where as we move to the right of the x-axis longer paths
are also traversed by the weight spreading algorithm. With the Post Graph model
we retrieve tag scores as the sum of weights of post nodes they are connected to.
Here, the next posts and thus additional tags beyond the immediate neighbourhood
(of path length 1) are encountered at a path length of 3. Overall, our results suggest
that there is actually not much value in considering the graph beyond the immedi-
ate neighbourhood of the preference nodes. There is a small difference that can be
observed between path lengths 1 and 3 which we explore in detail below. Moreover,
with the PathRank weight spreading algorithm, we have now removed the other in-
fluences on the weight spreading calculation which could have cascaded or reduced
the impact of the deeper graph. Even without swash-back, triangle-spreading of
weights and general importance scores, the weights spread through long paths in
the deep graph do not provide a significant improvement. The results indicate that
the deeper graph does not provide a beneficial re-ranking of existing candidate tags
in the immediate user or document neighbourhood. With the setting of pl = 1
where only the immediate neighbourhood is considered, tag nodes which have equal
weight will be ranked randomly in the final predictions. Utilising the deep graph to
re-rank these tags does not significantly improve results over this random ranking.
Our first detailed observation is that after the first influence of the deeper
graph at path length 3, we cannot observe any significant impact, positive or neg-
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ative, caused by exploring longer paths. Along the lines of [Wetzker et al., 2010],
this suggest that users of (broad) folksonomies have a highly personal tagging be-
haviour. It is thus very difficult to traverse more than a few edges in the graph and
still weigh the encountered nodes in a manner relevant to the the preference node
at which the path started. The only small change that can be observed is up to a
path length of three. As a side note, the Post Graph model gives better results than
the folksonomy graph at a path length of one. At this setting the only difference in
the tag scores calculation between the two models is that for the Post Graph the
tag scores are given as the sum of weights of post nodes they are connected to. As
discussed in section 4.1, this follows from the Post Graph model’s assumption that
the number of tags of each post should not influence tag scores, whereas the plain
folksonomy graph assumes that if there are many tags in a post then each of them is
less important. This again suggests that the assumptions made by the Post Graph
model provide a more accurate representation of the underlying social bookmarking
data.
Another interesting observation in Figure 4.13 can be made from the results
with the folksonomy graph model on the Delicious dataset. In this case there is a
small improvement at a path length of 3. What is interesting here is that the increase
does not occur at pl = 2 but at pl = 3. In the folksonomy graph, the tags found at
a path length of 2 have paths of the form up → d→ t or dp → u→ t from the user
preference node up or the document’s preference node(s) dp respectively. Including
these additional tags is conceptually similar to tag expansion via the document or
user nodes related to the preference node. At a path length of 3, paths of the
form up → t → {u ∨ d} → t and dp → t → {u ∨ d} → t are also included which
is conceptually similar to performing tag expansion by using tag-tag co-occurence
measure. The small improvement in prediction accuracy seems to be due to using
tag-tag co-occurence, rather than giving weight to tags which are related to non-
tag nodes from the preference node’s immediate neighbourhood. On the BibSonomy
Bookmark dataset we can observe a small decrease at pl = 2 when including content
with SimPathRank. With the Post Graph model and content (SimPathRank PG),
there is also a decrease on BibSonomy as well as CiteULike when going from pl = 1
to pl = 3. As there are no paths with length 2 leading to additional tags in the
Post Graph, the influence of tag expansion both via non-tag nodes and tag-tag co-
occurrence is included at the same time at pl = 3. It seems to be the case that tag
expansion via non-tag nodes decreases results. Along the lines of our discussion in
Section 4.2, this seems to suggest that tags found related to non-tag nodes of the
preference node but not directly connected to the preference node itself should not
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be given an increased weight. As they seem to worsen results it might be appropriate
to decrease their weight instead. This suggest a potential that negative feedback
could be extracted via a more complex analysis of the graph, which we intend to
investigate in the future.
Overall, we conclude that spreading weight into the deeper graph does not
provide a significant benefit to tag recommendations and can in some cases even
harm prediction scores. The only increase in scores is given by spreading weight
from tags to further tag nodes, essentially performing a tag set expansion via tag-
tag co-occurrence. Given the complete graph model this is very difficult to separate
from expanding the tag set via non-tag nodes, which seems to decrease prediction
accuracy. To still utilise the tag-tag co-occurrence data we believe that separate
approaches which directly model the tag-tag relationships would be more appro-
priate and produce better results. However, even though the assumptions made
by conventional positive-reinforcement weight spreading methods do not seem to
hold for the social bookmarking domain, some useful information could potentially
be gained from the deep folksonomy graph by different approaches. A rule-driven
analysis of small subsections of the graph could be used to make deductions about
implied negative feedback, to either aid the recommendation process directly or to
improve the accuracy of a tag-tag similarity metric by including negative scores.
4.3.3 Balance Between Query User and Query Document
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Figure 4.14: Balance b Between Query User and Query Document
In Figure 4.14 we present the results for different settings of b, which de-
termines the balance in preference weight between the query user and the query
document. Once again there is not much difference in results without including
content data (FolkRank, FolkRank PG, PathRank PG). Since most of the query
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documents in the test sets are new, the preference vector without content will only
include the query user in the majority of cases. For the cases where the document
does exist in the graph, and thus will be included in the preference vector, each of
the tags connected to the query document will usually receive more weight than each
of the tags connected to the query user since users are usually connected to many
more tags than documents are. The tags connected to the query user only have a
chance to outweigh the tags connected to the query document for high values of b, at
which settings we see a slight decrease in results. However, with content data (Sim-
FolkRank, SimFolkRank PG, SimPathRank PG) the preference vector contains the
query user as well as several documents related to the query document and we can
clearly observe the impact of b. The best results are achieved with setting b to 0.5
for CiteULike, 0.3 for Delicious, 0.4 for Bibsonomy BibTeX, and 0.6 for BibSonomy
Bookmark.
4.3.4 Results on Test Set
Here we present our final results with optimal parameter settings on the test set
of each of the datasets. The content source in all of the content-aware approaches
is the document title. For approaches using FolkRank’s iterative weight spreading
the dampening factor is set to d = 0.1, and for approaches using PathRank the
maximum path length is set to pl = 1. The balance b in preference weight is set per
dataset to the best value that was found in the parameter tuning runs.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the recall and F1 respectively, on the test set
for each of the datasets. The results on the test set are in line with our previous
conclusions on the evaluation set. SimFolkRank PG produces better results than
SimFolkRank over all datasets, suggesting that the Post Graph is a more accurate
model of the tagging data than the folksonomy graph. Furthermore, PathRank PG
and SimPathRank PG give almost equivalent results to FolkRank PG and Sim-
FolkRank PG respectively which suggests that the iterative computation and gen-
eral importance weights in FolkRank’s weight spreading approach do not provide
a significant benefit to tag predictions. While producing comparable results, the
PathRank weight spreading method is much less computationally expensive. Fur-
thermore, the results with PathRank PG and SimPathRank PG are achieved with
a parameter setting of pl = 1. At this setting only the immediate neighbourhood of
preference nodes is considered. None of the approaches improve results by utilising
the deep graph over SimPathRank PG with pl = 1 which has the information scope
of a co-occurrence recommender (SimCoOcc) at this setting. The results on Bib-
Sonomy Bookmark without including content data are due to the fact that a large
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Figure 4.15: Recall on Test Set with Tuned Parameters
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Figure 4.16: F1 on Test Set with Tuned Parameters
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portion of the test posts in BibSonomy Bookmark contain new users as well as new
documents. For these test posts the algorithms which do not include content data
(FolkRank, FolkRank PG and PathRank PG) default to recommending the overall
highly-ranked tags in the graph without personalisation. The three approaches have
different rankings for the top three tags in the general recommendations which leads
to the results shown.
Results on Post-Core 2
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Figure 4.17: Post-Core 2 Recall on Test Set with Tuned Parameters
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Figure 4.18: Post-Core 2 F1 on Test Set with Tuned Parameters
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the recall and F1 of our approaches on each of
the datasets’ post-core at level 2. The parameters are tuned on the post-core 2 eval-
uation set and the results shown here are on the test set with optimal parameter
settings. As on the unpruned datasets, we have found the best parameter settings
to be d = 0.1 for the dampening factor in FolkRank weight spreading approaches,
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and pl = 1 for the maximum path length in PathRank. As discussed in the previous
chapter, there is no clear benefit in including content for post-core 2 datasets. The
two graph models, Post Graph and regular folksonomy graph, give similar results.
The two weight spreading approaches FolkRank and PathRank also produce very
similar results. As on the unpruned datasets, there seems to be no benefit in in-
cluding the deeper folksonomy graph beyond the immediate neighbourhood of query
nodes into the recommendation process.
4.3.5 Comparison with Co-Occurrence Recommenders
For completeness, we show the direct comparison in F1 of the best graph-based ap-
proaches with the best co-occurrence approach on the unpruned datasets in Figure
4.19. These results are on the test set with tuned parameters for all approaches.
SimFolkRank PG and SimPathRank PG perform equally well to the SimCoOcc rec-
ommender, while SimFolkRank using the folksonomy graph model gives worse re-
sults. This confirms that the factor that allows the graph-based approaches to now
give equally accurate predictions to the co-occurrence approach is the improved
Post Graph model. No additional significant benefit is gained by the graph-based
SimFolkRank PG recommender by analysing the full folksonomy graph.
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Figure 4.19: Graph-Based vs Co-Occurrence Approaches on Test Set
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Figure 4.20: Post-Core 2: Graph-Based vs Co-Occurrence Approaches on Test Set
Figure 4.20 shows the comparison of graph-based and co-occurrence ap-
proaches on post-core 2. We compare the graph-based methods to the simple CoOcc
recommender, where none of the approaches include content data. On post-core 2,
all of the methods produce similar results. The only clear conclusion we can make is
that using the complex graph-based approaches does not improve recommendation
accuracy over the simpler co-occurrence method, as was the case on the unpruned
datasets.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented novel adaptations and extensions to FolkRank
and conducted an in-depth analysis of the accuracy of the folksonomy graph model,
the iterative weight spreading algorithm of FolkRank and the value of exploring
the deep folksonomy graph. As part of our examination of the folksonomy graph
structure, we have proposed an improved model which captures the tagging data
more accurately and produces better tag recommendation results. In our analysis of
the iterative weight spreading method of FolkRank, we have shown that the general
un-personalised node weights do not provide a positive impact on tag recommenda-
tions, and if given too much relevance hurt the accuracy of the algorithm. Since the
general node weights are one of the main reasons for FolkRank’s high complexity, we
think it is an important finding that they can be safely omitted. Furthermore, we
have shown that an adapted weight spreading algorithm, PathRank, that works in a
similar manner to breadth-first search, produces comparable results to the iterative
weight spreading algorithm employed by FolkRank while being computationally less
expensive. The most intriguing result of our analysis was that even though both
FolkRank’s iterative weight spreading and our simpler PathRank spreading algo-
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rithm have the potential to utilise the deep folksonomy graph, they do not benefit
from doing so in practice. Moreover, we have presented an in-depth discussion as
well as a direct evaluation of the value of exploring the deep folksonomy graph.
We conclude that exploring the graph beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the
query nodes with conventional weight spreading methods does not provide a sig-
nificant increase in tag recommendation accuracy and can in some cases even hurt
recommendations. The assumption that closeness in the graph always implies a
positive relationship does not seem to hold beyond the immediate neighbourhood
of nodes in social tagging graphs. This suggests that the foundation of graph-based
recommenders, which are traditionally applied to two-dimensional datasets, might
not apply to the three-dimensional user-document-tag relationships found in social
tagging data. In summary our main conclusions are as follows.
Graph Model
– Explicitly including post-membership information into the graph provides
a model which makes more accurate assumptions about the relationships
in the tagging data and produces improved results over the traditional
folksonomy model.
Deep Graph Exploration
– General importance/authority scores, which make iterative weight spread-
ing computationally expensive, do not provide an improvement to the ac-
curacy of tag recommendations and can be omitted to reduce complexity.
– The expensive exploration of the deep tagging data graph with conven-
tional weight spreading methods does not provide an improvement to tag
recommendations and can in some cases decrease results.
– The assumption that closeness in the graph always implies a positive rela-
tionship might not hold in social tagging datasets beyond the immediate
neighbourhood of nodes.
In the next chapter we further explore methods to leverage the potential
benefit of including the information contained in the deeper folksonomy graph for
tag recommendation. We think that by using rule-based methods which analyse
smaller subgraphs of the folksonomy, implicit negative feedback could be extracted.
This could be used to include negative scores in user-tag and especially document-
tag relationships in order to reduce the scores of tags which are likely to be incorrect
for a specific user or document.
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Chapter 5
Negative Feedback
In this chapter we further analyse the characteristics of social tagging data and
examine how the deeper folksonomy graph can be utilised to aid the generation
of tag recommendations. We propose that social tagging data has some unique
characteristics and that the interpretation of relationships between nodes in the
folksonomy graph has to be adjusted to account for this fact. Conventional weight
spreading approaches such as FolkRank assume that only positive feedback exists
in the graph. Generally speaking, nodes in the graph are assigned a positive weight
which is inversely proportional to their distance (number of hops) from the query
nodes. Nodes close to the query nodes get a high positive weight while nodes further
away get a smaller positive weight. The base assumption is that the closer two nodes
are in the folksonomy graph, the stronger their positive relationship. We suggest
that this assumption does not hold for the social tagging domain, and that some
of the multi-hop paths in the graph actually indicate a negative relationship. We
propose novel negative feedback measures for social tagging data and evaluate these
in order to show the existence of implicit negative feedback in the folksonomy graph.
Our work reveals important insights into the fundamental characteristics of social
tagging data.
While negative feedback is a well-addressed issue in recommender systems
that deal with two-dimensional relationships, it has not yet been been explored in
detail for social tagging data, which is three-dimensional. By exploiting the three-
dimensional relationships, our metrics are based on more accurate assumptions than
the traditional recommender systems approach of treating all non-co-occurrences in
two-dimensional data as negative feedback. The existence of negative feedback in
the data has to be considered when designing tag recommendation methodologies in
order to be able to leverage the full scope of information contained in the folksonomy.
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Using our CoOcc and SimCoOcc recommenders, we evaluate how the negative rela-
tionships impact tag recommendations if they are misinterpreted as being positive
and show that our metrics lead to a more accurate interpretation of the relationships
in the data. The proposed approach can be applied to a variety of recommendation
algorithms. In summary we
• show the existence of negative feedback in social tagging data
• propose metrics for measuring negative feedback
• evaluate the impact of misinterpreting negative feedback as positive
5.1 Existing Approaches
In traditional item recommendation systems that deal with 2-dimensional user-item
relationships, explicit negative feedback can be present in the data through neg-
ative or low ratings. Alternatively, implicit negative feedback can be assumed to
be indicated by an absence of co-occurrence, where a user has not added an item
to his collection. However, the implicit negative feedback approach is less accu-
rate since it makes the assumption that the user is aware of the item and has
consciously decided not to add it. In tag recommendation an analogous approach
has been applied by [Heymann et al., 2008], where all non-co-occurrences between
documents and tags are interpreted as negative training examples for a classifier.
Similarly, [Rendle et al., 2009] argue that implicit negative feedback is included in
the hyper-graph model of [Symeonidis et al., 2008], and that all non-existing tag
assignments (u, d, t) 6∈ A are treated as indicating a negative relationship between
the corresponding user u, document d and tag t. [Rendle et al., 2009] improve upon
this interpretation by highlighting that additionally to positive and implicit negative
feedback, there is also cases which should be treated as having an absence of evidence
and thus not be included as negative examples. To differentiate between missing
feedback and implicit negative feedback, an evidence-based approach with regard
to posts is used. A negative relationship is only interpreted from a non-existing tag
assignment (u, d, t) 6∈ A if user u has a post in which he tagged document d with
some tags other than t, that is at least one tag assignment (u, d, t′) ∈ A exists in the
data. Thus the approach of [Rendle et al., 2009] only interprets a non-existent tag
assignment as negative given some evidence that there was a possibility for the tag
assignment to occur. However, the amount of evidence for negative feedback is still
small since the user might not be aware of the tag they did not assign. The user’s
collection of tagged documents alone does not provide enough evidence to imply
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whether the user consciously decided against using the tag or if the tag was just not
considered. We propose an approach where more evidence is taken into account to
make a more informed decision about implicit negative feedback. By exploiting the
three-dimensional relationships of the social tagging data our interpretation extracts
more reliable negative feedback from the data. We construct negative relationships
between users and tags, and document and tags and quantify the strength of the
implicit negative feedback by measuring the probability with which non-existent tag
assignment could have occurred.
5.2 Negative Feedback Methodology
Figure 5.1: Negative Feedback for User u1
We illustrate our user-related negative feedback methodology in Figure 5.1.
User u1 has tagged document d1 and with tags t1, t2 and t3, and document d2 with
tag t3. As the user has used t1, t2 and t3 in the past, these are the positive tags
for u1 and make up the positive User Tags (UT) recommendation set for the user.
Document d1 has also been tagged by another user u2 with different tags t4 and
t5. Traditional weight spreading methods would use this information to construct
positive relationships between u1 and t4, and between u1 and t5, as these tags are
relatively close to u1 in the graph. However, we argue that t4 and t5 should be given
negative weights with regard to user u1 instead. User u1 has tagged and, in his
view, adequately described document d1 with tags t1, t2 and t3. He did not require
tags t4 and t5 to describe the document and used the tags he prefers instead. Since
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a different user u2 did assign those tags to d1, there is some evidence that these
are possible tags for d1 and thus there was a probability that u1 could have used
the same tags as well. One could argue that u1 had an opportunity to use tags t4
and t5 but consciously chose not to do so which indicates that u1 has a negative
relationship with these tags. Along the same lines, we would also assign a negative
weight to t6 with regard to user u1. However, the weak point of this argument
is that despite the added evidence over previous approaches, u1 might still not be
aware of the tags he did not use, and might want to use them in the future if they
are recommended.
Figure 5.2: Negative Feedback for Document d1
A much more convincing case can be made for negative feedback with regard
to documents. In Figure 5.2, document d1 has been tagged with t1 and t2 by user
u1, and with t3 by user u2. These tags are the positive tags for document d1 and
make up the Document Tags (DT) recommendation set. User u1 has also tagged a
different document d2 with the tags t4 and t5, which we classify as having a negative
relationship with d1. Here the argument for negative feedback is much stronger.
Since user u1 has used all of the tags t1, t2, t3 and t4 in the past, it can be assumed
that u1 is aware of all of the tags’ existence. He is using the different tag sets of
{t1, t2} and {t3, t4} to distinguish between the documents d1 and d2. Similarly, user
u2 is using tag sets {t3} and {t6} to distinguish between documents d1 and d3, so
we also add t6 to the negative tag set of d1.
While this interpretation is more plausible than previous approaches, there
are some additional factors that are not considered and would be interesting to
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explore in the future. The proposed approach assumes that the user is aware of
all tags he has used in the past, and that he has described the each document
completely, assigning all of the appropriate tags from his tag vocabulary. However,
users might be forgetful of their past tagging activity, or might be focused on only
certain aspects of the document at the time of tagging. So the tags identified as
being negatively related might still be relevant to the document. These issues are
lessened to some extent by our our method of aggregating negative feedback and our
metrics (described in the next section), however, the time aspect of tagging could
also be included in the interpretation of the data. An improved weighting scheme
for the negative tags could then be constructed taking recency into account. If a tag
is found to have a negative relationship with a document and has not been used in
a long time by the user (to tag other documents), then less weight could be given to
the negative score of the tag. On the other hand if a tag is identified as a negative
and has been used recently by the user for different documents, then the negative
score of the tag could receive more weight. The time aspect of tagging and including
it in the interpretation of the data is a promising topic that would be worthwhile to
explore in the future.
With both our user-related and document-related methodologies there could
be cases where positive as well as implicit negative evidence is present for a user or
document. For example in the document-related approach if a user has tagged a
document d with tag t, and another user has also tagged the same document d but
not used tag t despite having t in their tag vocabulary. In these cases we include t
only in the positive tag set of d and not in the negative one. The reasoning behind
this is that since the interpretation of positive and negative tags for d is aggregated
over all users who have tagged d, it would not make sense to allow the implicit
negative feedback to further influence the explicit positive feedback. The positive
score of each tag included in the positive set already includes the information that
only a fraction of the users who have tagged d have assigned tag t to it. The lower
the fraction of users that have assigned tag t to d out of all users that have added
d to their collections, the weaker the positive score of t will be with regard to d.
The sets of tags in our positive and negative groups for a user or document are thus
complements without any overlap.
The set of tags included in our negative group corresponds directly to the
set of tags found in the 2-hop neighbourhood of the query nodes when using our
PathRank ranking algorithm (on the regular folksonomy graph) from the previous
chapter. For tag nodes which are further than two hops away from the user or
document we make no interpretation as to whether they are negatively related.
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This part of our approach is similar to the missing values method of [Rendle et al.,
2009], however, less of the tags are interpreted as negative and more tags are left as
having missing evidence in our approach.
5.3 Negative Feedback Metrics
Here we define the metrics to quantify the strength of the negative relationships
between users and tags, and documents and tags. Even though the relationships are
negative we define the weight of the negative relationship as a positive number. In
our evaluation we examine the impact of misinterpreting the negative relationships
as positives compared to correctly identifying the negative feedback. Please note
that while the motivation behind these following metrics is based on characteristics
of the folksonomy graph, the metrics themselves are not graph-based approaches.
They do not require a graph model of the entire folksonomy to be analysed for every
query user or document and do not utilise weight spreading.
5.3.1 Negative User Tags (NUT)
For a query user uq, the set of tags with negative feedback consists of all tags which
were assigned by other users to documents that uq has tagged but not used by uq
himself (for any document). The weight of the negative relationship for each tag t
is given by
NUT(uq, t) =
{∑
dj∈D(uq)
DT(dj , t)
|D(uq)|
iff t 6∈ T (uq)
where D(uq) is the set of documents tagged by user uq, and T (uq) is the set of tags
used by user uq (for any document). By including DT(dj , t) in the calculation, the
strength of the positive relationship between dj and t is considered as evidence in the
negative weight of t with regard to uq. If t was assigned to dj in a large fraction of
posts related to dj , but was not assigned to dj by uq, then the negative relationship
between uq and t will have more weight. The negative weight is thus quantified
by the amount of collaborative evidence that the query user uq has decided to
contradict. If many users have decided to assign tag t for dj but the query user has
decided against using t for this document, we interpret this as uq having a strong
preference against using tag t.
5.3.2 Negative Document Tags (NDT)
The set of tags with negative feedback for a query document dq consists of all tags
that were used by users who have tagged dq, but were not assigned to dq itself. We
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calculate the negative weight between dq and each tag t by
NDT(dq, t) =
{∑
ui∈U(dq)
UT(ui, t)
|U(dq)|
iff t 6∈ T (dq)
where U(dq) is the set of users who have tagged dq, and T (dq) is the set of tags
assigned to dq (by any user). The UT(ui, t) part includes the strength of the positive
relationship between each user ui and tag t in the calculation. If ui has used t in a
large fraction of his posts but has not assigned t to dq, then the negative relationship
between dq and t will have more weight. The rationale behind this is that if a user
has been using tag t for many of his documents then t is a tag that he prefers to
use, however, since he has not assigned t to dq this is a strong indication that t is
not an appropriate tag for dq.
5.3.3 Negative Similar Document Tags (NSDT)
Following our content inclusion methodology, in order to identify and calculate neg-
ative tag weights for documents that have previously not been tagged we apply
our similar documents approach. Analogous to SDT, the positive Similar Docu-
ment Tags, we calculate the negative tag scores for a query document dq from the
negative tag scores of similar training documents.
NSDT(dq, t) =
∑
dj∈N(dq)
sim(dq, dj) ∗NDT(dj , t)
where N(dq) is the neighbourhood of training documents similar in content to dq,
and sim(dq, dj) is the similarity between dq and dj . However, we then remove all tags
from NSDT that are included in the positive SDT. This ensures that a negative score
is set only if tag t is not in the positive tag set of any similar document dj ∈ N(dq),
and that the tag sets of SDT and NSDT are complements.
5.4 Combination Methods
Here we give an overview of the combination methods we use to evaluate the impact
of negative scores on tag recommendation accuracy. The union was already intro-
duced but we list it here again in a more general form for comparison to the other
approaches. The addition and subtraction methods are used in our evaluation as a
means to conduct a detailed analysis of our hypotheses regarding negative feedback.
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5.4.1 Union (∪)
As mentioned before the union of two recommendation sets includes all tags which
appear in one or both of the sets. We use A and B to represent two tag recommen-
dation sets generated by different recommenders, and denote their union as A∪B.
The score of each tag t in A∪B is a weighted sum of the tag’s scores in A and in
B. The effect is that scores of tags which appear in both source sets are increased
relative to scores of tags which appear only in A or only in B. The calculate the
score of each tag t in A∪B we use
A∪B(t) =


b ∗A(t) + (1− b) ∗ B(t) if t ∈ A ∧ t ∈ B
b ∗A(t) if t ∈ A ∧ t 6∈ B
(1− b) ∗ B(t) if t 6∈ A ∧ t ∈ B
where A(t) is the score of t in recommendation set A, B(t) is the score of t in
recommendation set B, and 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 is a parameter that determines the balance
in importance given to scores in A and B.
5.4.2 Addition and Subtraction of Scores (+/−)
Additionally to the union, we introduce two new combination method which we
denote by A+B and A−B. Instead of including all tags that appear in one or both
of two source recommendation sets A and B, the aim of these methods is to adjust
the tag scores of existing tags in A with the scores of matching tags in B. The
tags in recommendation set A are re-ranked based on their scores in B;s however,
no additional tags are added from B that do not exist in A. The addition and
subtraction operations can thus be thought of as a left join instead of a union. In
the addition A+B, tag scores from B are added to existing tag scores in A. The
score of each tag t in the resulting set is given as
A+B(t) =
{
b ∗A(t) + (1− b) ∗ B(t) if t ∈ A ∧ t ∈ B
b ∗A(t) if t ∈ A ∧ t 6∈ B
where A(t) is the score of t in recommendation set A, B(t) is the score of t in
recommendation set B, and 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 is the balance in importance given to scores
in A and B. If a tag t is not in A, then it is also not included in A+B. Similarly,
the subtraction operation subtracts from the existing tag scores of A the scores of
matching tags in B. However, if the resulting score of a tag is negative due to the
subtraction we remove this set from the recommendation completely. We do this in
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order to conduct a more aggressive evaluation of our negative feedback methodology
by completely removing the tags which end up with a negative weight instead of just
ranking them down. The score of each tag t in the subtraction A−B is calculated
by
A−B(t) =
{
b ∗A(t)− (1− b) ∗ B(t) if t ∈ A ∧ t ∈ B
b ∗A(t) if t ∈ A ∧ t 6∈ B
5.5 Evaluation and Results
The datasets we use for evaluation are the same as before. We evaluate the impact
of negative feedback using the CoOcc and SimCoOcc recommenders and their in-
dividual parts as baselines. On the full unpruned datasets we use SimCoOcc since
content is required to recommend tags for new documents, and on post-cores at
level 2 we use the CoOcc recommender without content. We have chosen to evalu-
ate against the co-occurrence methods, instead of the more complicated graph-based
recommenders, in order to eliminate all other factors and conduct a straightforward
evaluation of the negative feedback methodology. However, the proposed method
could also be applied in conjunction with graph-based and other recommendation
approaches, which would be a very interesting research direction for the future. The
aim of our experiments is to evaluate the validity of our method for identifying
negative feedback and the accuracy of our metrics to measure the weight of the
negative relationships. We examine the impact of misinterpreting negative tags as
having a positive relation to the query and analyse if there is any benefit in doing
so. In comparison, we run experiments where the negative feedback is correctly
identified and examine whether an improvement in tag recommendation accuracy
can be achieved or whether removing negative tags from the recommendation set
reduces recall. The following research questions are addressed.
• Is there any value in considering tags from the negative set as candidates for
recommendation?
• Is there evidence for the presence of implicit negative feedback in the graph
structure of the folksonomy?
• Does misinterpreting negative scores as positives harm tag recommendation
accuracy?
• Does the proposed approach provide a reliable method to identify negative
feedback?
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Figure 5.3: Negative Tags as Candidates for Recommendation
5.5.1 Negative Tags as Candidates
The tags we have proposed to have negative relationships with the query user or
document are treated as positive tags by conventional weight spreading approaches
such as FolkRank and PathRank. These graph-based methods consider the negative
tags as candidates for recommendation. In Figure 5.3 we examine whether there
is value in considering the negative tags as candidates by comparing the recall of
Negative User Tags (NUT) and Negative Similar Document Tags (NSDT) to the
recall of recommending Most Popular tags (MP). The negative recommendation
sets have very low recall on all datasets. Recommending the same set of most
popular tags for all test posts produces better or comparable results than treating
the negative tags as a positive recommendation set. The results suggest that in most
cases the overall most popular tags should be considered a more valuable source of
additional candidate tags than the negative tag set of the query user or document.
5.5.2 Impact of Negative Tags on Recommendations
We then examine the impact on the accuracy of the SimCoOcc recommender when
including the tag scores from the negative recommendation sets. Figure 5.4 shows
the accuracy of SimCoOcc combined with Negative User Tags (NUT). The union
SimCoOcc∪NUT follows the methodology of weight spreading approaches and treats
NUT as a positive recommendation set. The tags that appear in both the recom-
mendation set of SimCoOcc and also in NUT are ranked higher relative to tags that
only appear in one of SimCoOcc or NUT. Additionally further tags are added to
the recommendation set from NUT. The addition SimCoOcc+NUT also treats the
Negative User Tags as positive, however, no further tags are added to the recom-
mendation set that do not appear in SimCoOcc. Only the scores of existing tags in
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Figure 5.4: Combining SimCoOcc with Negative User Tags
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Figure 5.5: Combining SimCoOcc with Negative Similar Document Tags
SimCoOcc that also appear in NUT are increased relative to tags that do not ap-
pear in NUT. The third approach is the subtraction SimCoOcc−NUT which treats
NUT as a negative recommendation set. The scores in SimCoOcc that also appear
in NUT are reduced and if the resulting score of a tag falls below zero the tag is
removed completely from the recommendation set. The consequence is that tags
with a strong negative rating are not only ranked down to the bottom of the rec-
ommendation list but also completely removed. At lower values of the combination
weight parameter b, the tag scores in NUT are given the greatest importance, while
at higher values NUT plays a lesser role. We can observe that following the method-
ology of FolkRank and treating NUT as a positive recommendation set, by doing
the union SimCoOcc∪NUT, decreases results the more weight is given to NUT, go-
ing towards the left of the graph. In SimCoOcc+NUT the Negative User Tags are
also treated as positives, but here the assumption is that while including additional
candidate tags from NUT is not useful there might still be some value in increasing
the scores of tags that appear in the close folksonomy-neighbourhood of the query
user. Following this methodology also decreases results the more positive weight is
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given to NUT. While the decrease is not as strong as with the union, the addition
of the negative scores as positives is disadvantageous at all settings of b. Finally,
correctly identifying NUT as negative predictions in SimCoOcc−NUT causes no de-
crease. The results do not change significantly even at low values of b where a lot of
negative weight is given to NUT so that most tags will be removed from SimCoOcc
if they appear in NUT. Due to the big decrease observed with SimCoOcc+NUT we
can be sure that there is some overlap in the tag sets of SimCoOcc and NUT, and
that the tags which appear in both sets will be removed from the recommendation
set by the subtraction operation SimCoOcc−NUT with low settings for b. Figure
5.5 shows the same experiment with Negative Similar Document tags, incorporat-
ing NSDT into SimCoOcc as positive (SimCoOcc∪NSDT and SimCoOcc+NSDT)
or negative (SimCoOcc−NSDT) predictions. The results with NSDT are along the
same lines as with NUT. Treating the negative recommendation sets as positive
predictions decreases results. This suggests that the assumption made by weight
spreading methods that multiple hops in the graph always indicate a degree of pos-
itive relatedness does not hold for folksonomies and confirms our conclusions from
the last chapter. Correctly identifying and treating NUT and NSDT as negative
predictions does not decrease results, however, it also does not give a significant im-
provement. We can observe that there is some overlap in the tag sets of SimCoOcc
and both of the negative tag sets, due to results with the combination method of
addition. We suspect that there is no significant improvement in accuracy when sub-
tracting negative scores because the tags appearing in NUT and NSDT are already
ranked in low positions in SimCoOcc. Reducing their scores (SimCoOcc−NUT and
SimCoOcc−NSDT) thus makes no difference to the top five rankings.
To further explore this issue, we run experiments with the individual parts
of the SimCoOcc recommender. SimCoOcc consists of the union of User Tags and
Similar Document Tags UT∪SDT (and tags from MP appended to the recommen-
dation set for cases where UT∪SDT cannot produce the wanted number of recom-
mendations). Figure 5.6 shows the impact of including Negative User Tags in the
recommendations of Similar Document Tags (SDT) by either subtracting or adding
the tag scores in NUT to the tag scores in SDT. In both alternatives, treating the
scores in NUT as positives (SDT+NUT) or as negatives (SDT−NUT), only the
scores of existing tags in SDT are modified and no additional tags from NUT are
added. With the subtraction, tags which end up with a score of less than zero
are completely removed from the recommendation set. Similarly, figure 5.7 shows
the results of the same experiment with NSDT, subtracting or adding NSDT to
UT. As a side note, since the tag sets of User Tags and Negative User Tags are
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Figure 5.7: Combining User Tags and Negative Similar Document Tags
complements, adding or subtracting NUT from UT would have no effect; and the
same holds for SDT and NSDT. As with the previous results, there is a decrease
in accuracy when treating the negative tag recommendations as positives with both
NUT and NSDT. However, with UT−NSDT there is an improvement over using the
prediction scores of UT on their own. As the tags in UT that also appear in NSDT
get ranked down they allow other tags in UT which do not appear in NSDT to be
ranked higher, resulting in higher recommendation accuracy. We suspect the reason
no significant improvement is observed when subtracting NSDT from the complete
SimCoOcc recommender is that in SimCoOcc the tags that would be ranked down
already have low rankings and are not included in the top recommendations. Since
in SimCoOcc the union UT∪SDT is taken, tags that appear in both UT and SDT
are likely to be at the top of the recommendations, followed by tags that appear in
one of UT or SDT. The effect of the subtraction SimCoOcc−NSDT is that some of
the tags in SimCoOcc which do not appear in SDT are ranked down. Since NSDT
and SDT are complements only the tags that are not included in SDT are affected
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by the subtraction of NSDT. However, due to the union UT∪SDT in SimCoOcc, the
tags which do not appear in SDT, and thus only in UT, are likely to be at the bot-
tom of the ranking already and the potential of improvement in accuracy is small.
Overall, we conclude that the negative prediction sets NUT and NSDT decrease
accuracy if misinterpreted as positives and either improve or do not significantly
change recommendation results when treated as negatives. This confirms that the
tags in NUT and NSDT indeed have negative relationships with the query user and
query document respectively, and implicit negative feedback exists in the folkson-
omy graph. Our aggressive evaluation of removing tags which end up with a score
below zero after subtraction did not harm tag recommendation results, even when a
lot of weight was given to the negative scores. This confirms that our methodology
of extracting negative feedback has a very low false positive rate and that almost
all of the identified negative tags indeed have a negative relationship with the query
user or document. Comparing NUT and NSDT, we observe that the extracted neg-
ative relationships between documents and tags (NSDT) seem to be more reliable
than negative relationships between users and tags (NUT). This is in line with our
discussion of the weaker assumptions of NUT in Section 5.2.
5.5.3 Impact on Post-Cores
On post-core 2 datasets we evaluate the negative feedback metrics applied to the
CoOcc recommender without content inclusion. The results are in line with our
previous conclusions and are shown for completeness in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Mis-
interpreting the negative relationships decreases tag recommendation accuracy also
for cases where all query document have been previously tagged and content infor-
mation is not included.
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5.6 Conclusion
We have proposed an evidence-based method to identify and extract implicit nega-
tive feedback from the graph and suggested metrics to measure the strength of the
negative relationship between nodes. Our evaluation confirmed our suspicion that
negative feedback exists in the data structure of the folksonomy and that it can
harm tag recommendation results if misinterpreted as positive feedback. This is an
important insight that has wide-reaching implications. In the previous chapters we
had shown that even though the graph-based FolkRank as well as our adaptations
have the potential to utilise the full scope of information contained in the social
tagging data they do not benefit from doing so in practice, and no improved results
over simpler co-occurrence measures are achieved. After showing the existence of
negative feedback in the folksonomy we can conclude that the accuracy of graph
ranking algorithms is impaired due to their misinterpretation of the relationships in
the social tagging data. While the weight spreading along some of the longer paths
in the folksonomy graph could be beneficial and allow graph ranking methods to
produce improved results, the negative feedback is encountered at the first level of
depth beyond the immediate neighbourhood. Since the paths with misinterpreted
negative feedback are shorter than any of the other multi-hop paths in the graph,
the decrease in accuracy that is caused by their influence cascades over any potential
benefit that could be gained from spreading deeper into the folksonomy. In order to
leverage the full scope of the folksonomy in an advantageous manner, the negative
feedback in the data has to be taken into account by graph ranking approaches. The
existence of negative feedback is a fundamental characteristic of social tagging data
and our proposed methodology could be applied to a variety of recommendation
algorithms, including graph-based as well as other methods, in order to increase
their accuracy.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis gives an overview of existing tag recommendation algorithms and pro-
poses novel approaches to address the new document problem and the task of rank-
ing tags for recommendation. An in-depth analysis of graph ranking methods for
tag recommendation is conducted and fundamental characteristics of social tagging
datasets are revealed. Existing tag recommendation approaches can be categorised
based on the source and scope of information they consider. The information source
in folksonomy-based approches is the social tagging data, and in content-based ap-
proaches it is mainly the document content. While approaches based solely on the
social tagging data achieve a high accuracy when recommending tags for existing
documents, content-based approaches are required to address the new document
problem and generate tag suggestions for documents that have previously not been
tagged. An important characteristic and difference between various folksonomy-
based algorithms is the scope of tagging data that is considered when generating
recommendations for a query post. Co-occurrence approaches consider only the
immediate co-occurrence information of the query user and query document, collab-
orative filtering and tag expansion approaches have a wider information scope, and
graph-based approaches have the potential to analyse the full information scope of
the folksonomy with regard to the query.
In order to address the new document problem we have presented two meth-
ods to include content data into the recommendation process of folksonomy-based
algorithms. In contrast to existing hybridisation methods for tagging data and
content, our approach was to include content into folksonomy-based approaches
at the algorithmic level. By including content information into graph ranking ap-
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proaches we have produced a recommendation methodology that can utilise the full
information scope of the folksonomy while also being content-aware. To generate
recommendations for a query post our algorithms consider not only the query user
and query document, but also the content of the document as part of the query.
Our two approaches for including content were to include content words directly
into the data model of the folksonomy-based recommenders, or to include content
information indirectly by using document similarity. We have applied and evaluated
these two alternatives with the graph-based FolkRank and adaptations thereof, as
well as simpler co-occurrence recommenders for comparison. Furthermore, two dif-
ferent sources of content data were evaluated with regard to their value in aiding the
recommendation process. Our content-aware recommenders achieved a significantly
higher recommendation accuracy than their solely folksonomy-based counterparts
in experiments using unpruned, real-world test data. Including content at the docu-
ment level via content similarity was found to be a better content inclusion method
than breaking up documents into their individual words and building models at the
word level. Even though the word-based approach produced comparable results on
larger social tagging datasets it is computationally more expensive, and had less
accuracy than the document-based method on smaller datasets. Out of the two
examined sources of content data we have found using the document title to pro-
duce better results that using the full text content of documents. Additionally, the
document title is a much smaller document representation that requires less com-
putational expense. In our experiments with post-core datasets where (almost) all
query documents have previously been tagged we have found no clear benefit in
additionally including content into the recommendation process. However, there is
potential for improvement of the approach to consider such cases as we discuss in
the suggestions for future work following this section.
To address the problem of ranking tags we have focused our work on graph
ranking algorithms, in particular FolkRank, since these methods have the potential
to utilise the full scope of information available in the folksonomy. We have con-
ducted an in-depth analysis of the ranking approach of weight spreading algorithms
and highlighted particular issues that arise when graph ranking methods are applied
to the tag recommendation task. Our research included detailed examinations of
graph models for social tagging data as well as the weight spreading algorithms them-
selves. We have exposed implicit assumptions made by the widely-used tri-partite
graph model of the folksonomy and discussed how they can affect tag rankings and
decrease recommendation accuracy. To overcome the issues we have suggested an
improved graph model that includes an additional type of node, explicitly repre-
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senting posts in the graph. Our Post Graph model was shown to provide a more
accurate representation of the social tagging data and improve the tag recommenda-
tion accuracy of graph ranking algorithms. Analysing the ranking algorithm itself,
we have highlighted issues in FolkRank’s computation of tag ranks and proposed
an adapted weight spreading approach for social tagging graphs. Our adapted algo-
rithm, PathRank, produced comparable results to FolkRank’s tag ranking approach
while being computationally much less expensive. Moreover, an important discovery
of our work came from directly comparing the accuracy of graph ranking approaches
to simpler co-occurrence ranking methods. Our initial intuition, in line with the gen-
eral consensus of the research community, was that graph ranking methods such as
FolkRank would produce more accurate tag recommendation results than simpler
approaches that only consider one level of co-occurrence. This intuition was based
on the fact that FolkRank has the potential to utilise the full scope of available in-
formation while co-occurrence recommenders only consider the direct co-occurrence
of the query nodes. However, we have shown in our work that conventional graph
ranking approaches do not achieve significantly better results over co-occurrence
methods for tag recommendation. Our evaluation of weight spreading with different
setting for the scope of information that is considered revealed that the computa-
tionally expensive exploration of the deeper graph does not provide a benefit to
tag recommendations. Even though graph ranking has the potential to harness the
full scope of available information, we concluded that conventional weight spread-
ing methods do not mange to leverage this information in a beneficial way for tag
recommendation.
To further explore the tag ranking problem and analyse why graph ranking
did not improve results over simple co-occurrence we considered the possibility that
negative feedback might exist in the graph structure of the folksonomy. The base
assumption of weight spreading is that closeness in the graph always indicates a
positive relationship between nodes, with the amount of positive relation decreasing
over distance. This assumption holds in other problem domains where the underly-
ing data from which the graph is constructed is two-dimensional, such as PageRank
for links between websites. However, whether or not this is true for social tagging
data had not been previously examined. To address this issue we have analysed
the data structure of folksonomies and suggested that some relationships between
nodes in the tagging data graph are in fact negative. We have proposed an approach
to identify implicit negative feedback in the graph structure of the folksonomy and
introduced metrics to measure the strength of the negative relationships. Our ap-
proach exploits the tree-dimensional data structure of folksonomies to extract a more
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informed and reliable indication of implicit negative feedback than would be possible
for two-dimensional datasets in traditional recommender systems. In our evaluation
we have shown that strong indications of implicit negative feedback are present in
the folksonomy and that this can harm the accuracy of tag recommendations if the
negative relationships are misinterpreted as being positive. Our results confirmed
that implicit negative relationships in folksonomies can be accurately identified and
have to be taken taken into consideration when designing tag ranking algorithms in
the future. We believe this to be an important finding concerning the fundamental
characteristics of social tagging datasets that could be used to improve the accuracy
of many existing tag recommendation approaches. Overall, the main findings of our
work are summarised as follows.
Content-Awareness
– Including content into the tag recommendation process addresses the new
document problem and significantly increases results on unpruned real-
world datasets.
– The title of documents is a more reliable content source and provides a
more accurate description of documents than the fulltext content.
– Including content at the document level produces more accurate rec-
ommendations than including content at the word level, especially for
smaller sized social tagging datasets.
Graph-Based Ranking
– Explicitly including post-membership information into the graph provides
a model which makes more accurate assumptions about the relationships
in the tagging data and produces improved results over using the tradi-
tional folksonomy graph.
– The expensive exploration of the deeper tagging data graph with conven-
tional weight spreading methods does not provide a significant improve-
ment to tag recommendations.
– The assumption that closeness in the graph always implies a positive
relationship does not hold in datasets from the social tagging domain.
Negative Feedback
– Strong indications of implicit negative relationships exist in the graph
structure of the social tagging data and have to be taken account when
designing recommendation algorithms.
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– Negative relationships between users and tags, and documents and tags,
can be identified by analysing the paths between the corresponding nodes
in the folksonomy graph.
– The three-dimensional social tagging data allows for informed and reliable
metric for measuring implicit negative feedback to applied.
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work
The findings presented in this thesis open up many interesting possibilities for fu-
ture work concerning the inclusion of content and the improvement of graph-based
ranking methods for tag recommendation. In our content-aware recommenders we
have used a basic content representation approach by modelling documents as bag-
of-words vectors. This could be improved upon by using more advanced content
modelling methods such as topic models or applying approaches from natural lan-
guage processing to better identify important words. In our experiments we have
found the document title to be the best source of content, however, the full-text con-
tent of documents could prove to be valuable in conjunction with a more advanced
content model. For test cases where the query documents have been previously
tagged and thus have existing tag relationships in the model (post-core level 2), we
could not find clear evidence for the benefit of including content data. However, in
our content inclusion methodology so far no additional weight is given to the tag
relationships of the query document itself if it exists in the model. Weight is given
to the tagging profile of the document’s content but no special attention is paid to
whether or not the exact query document has been tagged before. This approach
could be improved upon by introducing an additional weighting between tags found
to be related to the exact query document (if it has been tagged before) and tags
found to be related to the document’s content. If appropriate weights between these
can be learned and set, the inclusion of content data could prove to be useful not
only for new documents but for already tagged documents as well.
The method for tuning the various parameters is also an interesting research
topic. The approach we used was to find one optimal value for each parameter
from the evaluation set and then set that value globally for all query posts in the
test set. Instead of doing this global tuning across the whole dataset, a user-centred
method could also be utilised to find optimal values per user. This would results in a
personalisation of not only the recommended tag set but also of the recommendation
process itself. For example it could be applied to a parameter which determines the
balance in weight between the past tags of the user and tags found to be related to
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the title of the document. One user might tend to stick to his own tags that he has
used in the past, categorising documents into his own taxonomy of tags. A different
user might be more influenced by the titles of documents in his tagging behaviour
and choose mostly tags which are related to the title. By tuning the parameter
settings per user, a level of personalisation could be achieved that takes into account
not only the preferred individual tags of the user but the user’s overall tagging
behaviour as well. Given sufficient data this approach could then be taken even
further by performing an additional personalisation per query, choosing parameters
settings not only per user but also considering the particular document that the user
is tagging. This could result in for example learning that a user usually prefers tags
from his own taxonomy but when the document is outside of his area of expertise
he chooses tags from the title.
Concerning graph-based ranking methods we believe there is potential for im-
provement in order to enable the algorithms to leverage the full information scope
of the folksonomy. In our view the most critical improvement would be to adapt the
ranking algorithms to consider the negative feedback that is present in the graph
structure of social tagging data due to its three dimensions. We have suggested and
evaluated a method to identify negative relationships between nodes which could
be used to improve existing graph ranking algorithms. One method to achieve
this would be to create and include additional edges which carry a negative weight
into the graph model. A better approach would be to adapt the ranking algo-
rithms themselves to account for implicit negative relationships. A variety of tag
recommendation approaches, graph-based as well as others, could be improved by
considering the negative relationships we have identified, and we are excited to see
if a significant improvement in tag recommendations can be gained from doing so.
For example, negative scores could be included in collaborative filtering approaches
where users or documents are represented by a vector of tag weights. In classifi-
cation approaches our methodology could be used to construct a more reliable set
of negative examples. An additional possible application area is the extraction of
tag-tag relationships from the folksonomy data. We have proposed and evaluated
measures for negative relationships between users and tags as well as documents and
tags, however, our approach could be extended for tag-tag relationships. Building
on our discoveries about the characteristics of social tagging data, negative relation-
ships between tags could be extracted based on how users use different tags from
their tag set to distinguish between documents in their collection. Tag relatedness
measures could then be made more accurate by taking into account negative as well
as positive feedback.
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Another interesting research direction are the sampling methods used in tag
recommendation. Sampling methods have been applied to crawl social tagging data
where official snapshots are not available. However, the previously applied methods
of obtaining sampled folksonomies introduce biases into the datasets. The other
application of sampling in tag recommendation is the sampling of training data
as a means of data size reduction. As social bookmarking websites and tagging
datasets get larger, it is becoming infeasible to build models on all of the training
data, especially with computationally expensive approaches which examine complex
relationships in the data. It would be interesting to further explore this problem and
evaluate different sampling methods in their ability to produce unbiased samples of
social tagging data as well as predictive samples of training data for models.
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